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Medicaldiscoveryis a matter of smallsteps,eachbuilding
on the stepsthat camebeforeit, scalingever upward. The history
of the diagnosisand treatmentof heart and lung diseaseis no
different.Currentpracticehasbeenbuilt on the backof previous
work not only in heart and lung care,but alsoin other fields;
advancesin anesthesiology
allowedfor greatimprovements
in thoracicsurgery.The advancesin surgerycalledfor greater
precisionwith diagnosisoI heart and lung diseaseand in turn lor
further research.
Over the pastdecadesincredibleadvanceshave been
madein diagnosis,treatmentand researchof heart and lung
disease.While tuberculosis,Ior example,is still a seriousillness,
the successful
useof antibioticshaschangedthe faceof this
diseaseand forcedthe happy closureof sanatoriumsacrossthe
globe.Advancingknowledgeof the causesof asthmaand other
hasmeant leapsin the effectiveness
obstructiveairway diseases
of careand the quality oI life ol thosewho sufferfrom such
illnesses.While the heart was oncethought oI as{orbidden
terrilory for surgeons,cardiacsurgeryhasbecomealmost
commonplace.Doctorsare now ableto repairminor congenital
lesionssuchasa hole in the heart, to repairand replacevalves
and evento perlorm heart and lung transplants.Improvements
in imagingtechniqueshave alsoprovidedgiant leapsIorward in

the understandingof heart and lung disease.Meanwhile, researchers
continue to demand answersto questionsabout the causesand curesfor
heart and lung disease.
Examining the history of cardiac and pulmonary care and
research at St. Paul's offers a snapshot of worldwide developments in
these fields.Despiteits small size,St. Paul'shas been, and continues
to be, a pioneer in cardiacand pulmonary care and research.St. Paul's
has grown from a "cottage" hospital to one oI the premier institutes in
Canadafor both researchand treatment of heart and lung diseases'
This book examines the people and achievements at St. PaLll's
that have led the hospital Io its current position as one of the leading
centresin Canadafor heart and lung care and research.This introduction
puts those achievements into the context of pioneering medical
developmentsin heart and lung care around the world. Chapter one
looks at the work ol Dr. Harold Rice, who developed the only heart-lung
machine ever designedand built in Canada.This machine was used for
over 1,000 open-heart surgical interventions before it was retired to the
hospital archives. Heart-lung machines allowed doctors to stop the flow
of blood into the heart for a length oI time, enabling them to perform
ever more complex surgery. This capacity, in turn, greatly increased the
demand for accuratediagnosisof heart disease.ChapterTwo examines
the development oI cardiology at St. Paul's, in particular the work of
Drs. Doris Kavanagh-Grayand Dwight Peretz.As cardiologistswere
able to more accuratelydiagnoseheart diseaseand surgicaltechniques
improved, the demand lor open-heart surgery expanded rapidly.
ChapterThree looks at the developmentsin heart surgeryat St. Paul's,
including Dr. Al Gerein's pioneering efforts to replace faulty heart valves,
the development of pacemakersand the ever increasing demand lor
staff and resourcesfor cardiac surgery. The heart and the lungs work
together and the same could be said of heart and lung care at St. Paul's
Hospital. Chapter Four looks at respiratory care at St Paul's from the
developmentof the Pulmonary Function Lab in the mid-60s through to
today. Particular attention is paid to the work, and practical jokes, oI Drs.
GraemeCopland and Richard Donevan (or the "BobbseyTwins" as they
were sometimescalled).ChapterFive exploresrespiratoryresearchat SI.
Paul's,including the Pulmonary ResearchLab, MacDonald ResearchLab
and the work of Drs. Hogg and Par6.In concluding this book, we look at
the development of cardiovascular research at St. Paul's, the addition ol
Dr McManus and his group, the creation of the iCAPTURE Centre and
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the future of heart and lung treatment and researchat St. Paul'sHospital.
The clich6 oI history is that hindsight is twenty-twenty, and yet,
often when we reminisce we do not see clearly. Our observations of the
past are distorted by the lens of time. We see major events in extreme
closeup while smaller,day-to-dayhappeningsvanish. The same is true
ol people;history has a habit of elevatingthe starswhile diminishing
the app€aranceof those who were not at the forefront of events. In
many casesthis is inevitable. Tracesol the smaller roles and everyday
occurrencesare often unrecorded or not saved in archives or memories.
However, this does not mean that those efforts were not valued. The
advancesin cardiac and pulmonary diagnosis, care and research could
not have happenedwithout the teamwork of the unsung nurses,
administratorsand trainees.This is not to
technicians,anesthesiologists,
of the patientswho underwent
and
co-operation
mention the bravery
pioneering surgeriesand agreed to participate in research efforts. The
invaluable efforts of many people at St. Paul's will unfortunately not be
adequately recorded here. Similarly, while it is the first time operations
and discoveriesthat we revere, it is the fact that these initial successes
can be repeated,time and again, and becomeroutine, lhat makes them
truly successful.Although we celebrate the achievements oI a lew, let
us not forget these everyday triumphs and the spirit of teamwork that
allowed for a select group to shine, both in the world of medicine and at
St. Paul'sHospital.
In 1894 the Sistersof Providenceopened St. Paul's,a small 25bed hospital on the road to English Bay. As innovative and forward
thinking as they were, it is unlikely that the Sistershad any inkling of
the rapid advancesin cardiac and respiratory care that would sweep
through not only the world of medicine,but also the halls of St. Paul's
Hospital in the coming years. After all, it wasn't until the following year
that Wilhelm C. Roentgen would discover the X-Ray, ushering in an era
of imaging technologies that would be invaluable for heart and lung care.
While the Sistersset about organizing their "cottage" hospital, the
first tentative stepswere being taken that would open the doors of hearl
and lung diseasediagnosis,trealment and research.In 1896 Scipionne
Riva-Roccicrealeda prototl?e of the blood-pressurecuff. The sameyear
Ludwig Rehm was the first to successfullyrepair a laceration of the heart,
launching the era of cardiac surgery. The heart was considered by many
to be too delicate to touch. This made it one ol the final frontiers lor
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surgery.Howevet in the late I800s surgerywas attempted to repair heart
wounds and inflammation of the pericardium-the sac that surrounds
the hearl. In L92J, Sir Henry Souttarmade what was possiblythe first
successfulattempt to open a stenosedmitral valve by passing his finger
into the left atrium of the heart through a purse-stringsuture. While his
patient survived, he apparently was not asked to attend to others with
similar problems.
Although it had long been known thal oxygen played a key role
in life support, it was a long time before it was used therapeutically.
During the First World War, Dr. J.S. Haldanetreatedmustard gas injuries
with oxygen. Following the war he published his experiences, and his
paper is largely considered to mark the beginning of the modern era oI
oxygen therapy.
While many advances had been made up to that point, there
were still issuesthat complicatedheart and lung surgery.One was the
problem of blood clotting when large blood vesselsor the heart were
opened. The second was the patients' spontaneous breathing, which
caused obvious complications for lung surgery.
An eager medical student at Johns Hopkins, Jay Mclean wanted
a researchquestion that he could invesligate,solve and publish on in one
year's time. His prolessor of physiology, Dr. William Howell asked him
to sort out the active agent responsible lor blood clotting from cephalin,
which is extractedfrom brain tissue.Mclean discoveredthat insteadoI
causingclotting, brain, liver and heart extractsstoppedthe blood lrom
coagulating.Mclean later lelt the study, but Howell continued with the
researchand by 19l8 he had isolatedthe chemicalresponsibleand called
it heparin. However, he was only able to make small quantities of the
chemical, making it unusable Ior surgery. Drawing on the experience
he had gained preparinginsulin, CanadianCharlesBest worked on
the problem with a team and by 1916 they were able to prepare
large quantities of pure heparin. Today, heparin is widely used as an
anticoagulant during therapeutic procedures such as cardiac surgery and
renal dialysis, as well as for the treatment of hypercoagulable states of
thrombosis and pulmonary embolism.
The ability to control patients' breathing was necessaryto perform
heart and lung surgery.In 1812, the British surgeonBenjamin Brodie
showed that an animal given the poison from South American poison
darts, curare, could be kept alive with artificial respiration. However, it
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was not until much later that this powerful muscle relaxant would be
used in surgeryon humans. In Montreal in 1942 Drs. Harold Griffith
and Enid Johnson first usedpure curare during surgery.By relaxing
the respiratory muscles doctors were able to control patients' breathing
making lung, and later cardiac,surgerymuch easier.
Necessitybeing the mother of invention, it is perhaps not
surprising that rapid advancesin surgery took place during the wars.
Facing huge numbers of patients with massive injuries, military doctors
in the SecondWorld war pioneereddevelopmentsin anesthesiology,
antibioticsand blood transfusions.All of theseadvanceshelped surgeons
gain accessto the heart. One of the first surgeonsto do so was Dr.
Dwight Harken, who developeda technique to remove shrapnellodged
in the heart. Cutting a small hole in the side of the heart, Harken would
carefully reach into the still-beating heart with a finger, find and remove
r h e s h r a p n e l r, h e n r e p a i rt h e i n c i s i o n .
It did not take long for doctors to recognize that Harken's
technique could also be used to repair defectiveheart valves.Working
independentlyoI one anothe! RusselBrock in London, England; Charles
Bailey in Philadelphiaand Harken in Boston each reported successful
mitral commissurotomiesin 1947.In this procedurethe scarredand
fused flaps of the mitral valve were separatedto widen the narrowed
valve. Similarly to Harken's method for removing shrapnel, in these
"blind" closed-heartsurgeriesthe surgeonwould cul a small hole in
the side of the heart and reach in with a finger to carefully widen the
narrowed valve, allowing blood to flow properly. Initially, these surgeries
were very risky and many patients did not live through them. As
techniques improved so did the successrate. But even then, these blind
techniques could only olfer so much. Without the ability to stop the flow
of blood and see inside the heart, doctors could not treat patients with
complex or multiple problems.
According to medical lore, it was his memory of the cold
Canadianwinter and groundhogs'ability to suruive hibernation with
a lowered heart rate that brought Dr. Bill Bigelow to experiment with
hypothermia as a means of lengthening the time the heart could
safelybe stopped.Leaveit to a Canadianto make the most of the cold.
Bigelow was able to show that at lowered temperaluresthe body and
brain could survive for longer without oxygenatedblood. In 1952, Dr.
Walton Lillehai and Dr. John Lewis were the first to use this technioue
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to repair a hole in the heart ol a five-year-oldgirl. Alter lowering her
body temperature to eighty-one degreesFahrenheit, the doctors stopped
the flow oJ blood into the girl's heart. This meant that the heart emptied,
leaving a clearview of the hole, which the doctors quickly repaired.This
initial surgery was a success,as were many others that followed using
the hypothermic method. However, often when they opened the heart,
doctors lound more serious defects than they could repair in the ten
minutes they could salely stop the flow oI blood using the hypothermic
method.
The next step in the developmentol heart surgerywas the
creation of heartJung bypassmethods.Dr. Morley Cohen developeddogto-dog crosscirculation and showed that they could survive the lowered
blood flow causedby one heart pumping the blood for both dogs.In
1954,Lillehai was the first to use cross-circulationfor human open-heart
surgery. Doctors attached the patient, a boy with a hole in his heart, to
his father. Although both survived the surgery the boy died eleven days
later from pneumonia. While it was used for more than forty surgeries,
this method had seriousdrawbacks,not leastof which was the potential
for 200 per cent mortality! In Toronto,Dr. Bill Mustard used lungs from
rhesusmonkeys as an oxygenator.He used this method successfullyon
a small number oI patients, but the majority did not survive the surgery.
The best solution developedwas the heart-lung machine.
Dr. John Gibbon and his wife developed the first mechanical
oxygenator, and on May 6, 1953 Gibbon performed the first successful
open-heart operation using a heart-lung bypassmachine. A couple of
years later Lillehai developed a disposablebubble oxygenator.
Most of the first heart surgeons were chest surgeons, and that
was true at St. Paul's as well. when heart surgery was still in its infancy
there were, for obvious reasons,few opportunities {or specializedtraining
for doctors, nurses and technicians. Many learned in the dog labs and
in practicefrom their colleagues.St. Paul'sdecidedto start a cardiac
diagnosticservicein 1957, Ihe same year the first heart surgery was
performed in B.C. At the time the staff and administration of St. Paul's
felt that the hospital was falling behind; while the Vancouver General
was becominga well establishedmedical institution, St. Paul'swas seen
as a good community hospital, but hardly a cutting-edge facility. Within
a few years the dedicatedstall were able to turn that around and put St.
Paul's on the path towards the facility it has become. When the members
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of the Department ol Medicine approved a plan to turn over all fees
from the interpretation of ECGs to fund a new Clinical Investigation
Unit (CIU) the hospital took stepstowards becoming the clinical and
laboratory research facility that it is today. One oI the first projects oI the
CIU was to set up a cardiac catheterization service at St. Paul's.
They say that the line between stupidity and genius is a fine
one, and German medical student Werner Forsmann certainly walked
that line in 1929 when he used himself as the test subjectto show that
the right side of the heart could be catheterizedby way of a peripheral
vein. (And being a urologisthe used a urinary catheterto do it!)
However,it paid off, and in 1956 Forsmann sharedthe Nobel Prize
with Andre Cournand and Dickinson W. Richards for their respective
roles in introducing and standardizing cardiac catheterization. Cardiac
catheterizationbecameroutine in the diagnosisol heart disease.By
the time St. Paul'sset up its catheterizationlab in I958, decadeshad
passedsince Forsmann's experiments. However, administrators at St.
Paul's srill insisted thal Dr. Kavanagh-Gray demonstrate the technique
in the dog lab. While the fact that the dog'sleg would not lie flat on the
operating table caused some initial trouble, I(avanagh-Gray was able
to demonstrate the procedure to everyone's satisfaction and the service
p r o c e e d e dw i t h o u t f u r t h e r a d o .
Alter establishingthe catheterizationservice,the next step at
St. Paul'swas to acquire a heart-lung machine. Although funding was
short at the hospital, ingenuity was not and Dr. Rice designed and built
a heart-lung machine for St. Paul's.The first open-heartsurgery at St.
Paul's was performed on May 22, 1960 using Rice's machine. As the
cardiac service grew, more stalf joined the surgical team including Drs.
Al Gerein, Bob Miyagashima, Andy T[tassaura, Hilton Ling, Samuel
Lichtenstein, James Abel and Anson Cheung. The increase in surgical
ability again demanded increased diagnostic abilities and the cardiology
department, under Kavanagh-Gray also grew rapidly. Over the years,
Drs. Dwight Peretz, John Boone, Art Dodek, John Webb, Charles
Kerr, Marla Kiess and many others maintained the high quality of the
cardiologyservices.
As in the rest of the world, the history of heart medicine is
srrongly linked to the history of lung medicine at St. Paul's. Treatment
of lung diseasehas gone through severalstagesas the causesand cures
for various diseaseshave been discovered.In the late I800s, tuberculosis
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was the number one cause of death in North America. At the time it was
nicknamed the "White Plague"and was consideredincurable.In 1885
Edward Trudeau, an American chest doctor who had had TB, built the
first tuberculosissanatorium in the United States.Sanatoriumsbuilt on
Trudeau's model became the mainstay of tuberculosis treatment in the
late t9'h and early 20'h century. The main benefit of the sanatorium may
have been for those who were healthy-isolation did not offer a cure
for TB and almost 75 per cent of those who went into sanatoriumswere
dead within five years.It was not until 1944 that Selman Waksman
isolatedstreptomycin{rom a fungus, marking the beginning ol anribiotic
treatment ol tuberculosis.while tuberculosisstill a{Iectsmany around
the world, it is now a treatablediseaseand is no longer the focus of
respiratory medicine in North America.
Another major turning point in the history of respiratory
medicine was the polio epidemics that swept the world. This acute
viral inlection often paralyzes the respiratory muscles, which move
air in and out oI the lungs. The iron lung, invented by Philip Drinkea
was a cumbersome machine approximately the size of a compact car
that encasedthe patient's body from toe to neck leaving only the head
exposed. Using suction to create a push and pull motion on the chest,
the iron lung forcedpatients'lungs to move and pull in air. Dr. Rice,
who worked in Edmonton at the height of the polio epidemic, oversaw
the use of l2 iron lungs at one time. Fortunately,in I955 Jonas Salk's
polio vaccine was introduced and widely distributed, eventually virtually
wiping out the diseasearound the world.
while St. Paul'swas known in the early 1900sfor having
one of the best consultantsin tuberculosisand silicosisin 8.C., Dr.
C.H. Vrooman, most of these early developmentshad passedbefore
the hospital startedits pulmonary service.In the mid-1960s the PA.
Woodward Foundation gave a grant to St. Paul's to establish the
Pulmonary Function Laboratory. Dr. William Young ran this service,
again with the addition of severalmachinesmade by Dr. Rice, until
I9T L However, it was not until more than a year later after Young lelt
that Drs. GraemeCopland and Richard Donevan joined the staff at St.
Paul's and expanded the sophistication and capabilities ol the Pulmonary
Unit. Their work also included respiratory care for all patients on oxygen
therapy throughout the hospital. Other changes that have allected
respiratory care include a greater understanding of the dangers of
smoking and inhaling industrial particlessuch as silicaand asbestos.The
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outreach work done by St. Paul'sdoctorshas had a major effect on the
community's understandingol heart and lung health.
Donevan and Coplandquickly built a clinical practicethat
encouragedothers around them to attain similar standardsof excellence.
Becauseof the many pulmonary complicationslinked to AIDS/HIV in
the early I980s as this diseasegained almost epidemicproportions in
downtown vancouver,it made senseto createa centre at st. Paul'sfor
treating AID patients.The respiratorycare for HMAIDS patientswas
lead to Dr. LindsayLawson.Another addition to the respiratoryunit
was the Adult CysticFibrosisClinic, which came to St. Paul'swhen the
ShaughnessyHospitalclosedin 1993.
The doctorsat St. Paul'swere skilled cliniciansand many of them
publishedacademicpapersrecounting the observationsthey made of
their patientsduring surgeryand diagnosis.However, until the late1970s,St. Paul'swas not actively engagedin major laboratory research.
This changedin 1977 when Drs. Jim Hogg and PeterPar6were recruited
from McGill University to join the St. Paul'sstafl in order to start research
and establishthe Pulmonary ResearchLab. The Pulmonary Research
Laboratory was also important in strengthening ties between the hospital
and the University of British Columbia and in helping the medical school
expand. Dr. Hogg was the first full-time professorbasedat St. Paul's,and
when the respiratory division leadership was taken on by Peter Par€ in
1982 it was the first university division to be centredat St. Paul's.
In the intervening yearsthe researchhas outgrown not only
the first Pulmonary ResearchLabs,but also the succeedingMacDonald
ResearchLabs.In t 991 Dr. Bruce McManus, a cardiovascularpathologist
and researcher,joined the faculty at St. Paul's bringing with him the
University of Nebraska Medical Centre Cardiovascular Registry. This
expandedthe work at St. Paul'sinto the field oI cardiovascularresearch
and completedthe circle of heart and lung diagnosis,treatment and
research.In the late 1990sthe cardiopulmonaryresearchprogram
had completelyoutgrown the MacDonald ResearchLabs.A group of
investigators,togetherwith university and hospital administrators
worked together with a number of other funding groups including the
B.C. Lung Associationand the Heart and Stoke Foundation of B.C. and
the Yukon to develop an application to the Canadian Foundation for
Innovation (CFI). The CFI provided over $6-million of the over $17million award that was used to establishwhat has becomethe James
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and PulmonaryResearch.
HoggiCAPTURECentrelor Cardiovascular
from
Now, the iCAPIURECentreis home to heart and lung researchers
all over the world. While there has been a long history of collaboration
in Canada,this idea hastruly taken
betweencliniciansand researchers
root at the interdisciplinaryiCAPTURECentre.
The work done at St. Paul'shas alwaysfocusedon ensuringthe
utmost quality in patient care,and the researchat the hospitalcontinues
this. As we reflectback on the history oI the developmentoI St. Paul'sit
is with an eye to the iuture developmentsin researchand patient care
for heart and lung disease.
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Introduction
open-heartsurgery,
hadonly
Heartsurgeryitself,especially
recentlyemergedas a recognizedtechniquein the late 1950swhen
St. Paul'sbeganto plan Ior its first cardiacsurgery.The development
oI cardiacsurgeryat St. Paul'sHospitalis an exhilaratingpart of the
hospital'spast,and one that showsSt. Paul'shistory of pioneeringwork.
Not only was St. Paul'sa pioneer in the senseof doing work that was
new around the world, but St. Paul'swas one oI the first community
hospitalsto start this sort of work. Even more impressive,St. Paul's
developedits own heart-lungbypassmachine-the only bypassmachine
designedand built in Canada.
Until the late l9'h century heart surgerywas considerednext
to impossible.Most medicalprofessionalsconsideredthe heart to be
surgicallyuntouchable,making it one of the final lrontiers for surgery.
As late as 1896,StephenPaget,who is well-known for his work in
experimentalmedicine,wrote, "Surgeryof the heart hasprobably
reachedthe limits setby nature to all surgery;no new method, and no
new discoverycan overcomethe natural difficultiesthat attend a wound
oI the heart." Fo unately,Paget'spredictionshave not beenbourn out.
By the end of the century doctorshad attemptedsurgeryfor cardiac
wounds,pulmonary embolusand inflammation of the pericardium.
In 1923,Sir Henry Souttarmadepossiblythe first attempt to open
a mitral valveby passinghis finger through a purse-stringsuture,into
in
the left atrium. The sameyear,n. Cutler and S.A.Levine succeeded
were
widening a scarredheart valve.However,theseoccasionalsuccesses
followed by many more {ailures.
Early heart surgerywas performedas a closed-heartprocedure
and useda variety oI instrumentsthat were passedinto the still-beating
heart through a purse-stringsuture.The main problem for heart

surgeons was that the major organs could only withstand a short period
without oxygen. Surgeons were trapped in a Catch-22 situation-they
needed to stop the heart to perform life-saving surgery, but stopping the
heart killed the patient. without the ability to open up the heart and
stop the flow of blood during the operation, surgeons worked essentially
blindly, and only relatively minor heart wounds and defects could be
treated.
Working from his research into groundhogs' ability to hibernate,
Dr. Bill Bigelow of Toronto discovered that lowering patients' body
temperatures decreasedtheir need for oxygen. Bigelow was able to show
that at safe hypothermic temperatures the vital organs could withstand
a stop in blood flow for eight to ten minutes. This made it possible for
surgeons to perlorm the first open-heart surgery. However, the very
short time of cardiac arrest that hypothermic methods allowed, still
meant only relatively minor heart surgery could be performed. In many
casessurgeonsopened the heart only to discoverdefectstoo numerous
or complicated to fix during the safe window of time.

Preparingfor the First CardiacSurgeryat St. paul's
The end of the Second World War was lollowed by a period of
prosperity, growth and technological development in North America.
ThesechangesencompassedSt. Paul'shospital,which up until the 1950s
had been a very good, but small community hospital. St. Paul's was
opened in f 894 by the SistersoI Providenceto servethe mining and
flshing camps as well as the local English Bay community. Although the
hospital starteda Department of Radiologyin 1912 and was the first
hospital in B.C. to use radium for treating cancer,by the 1950sSt. Paul's
had grown into a traditional general hospital that boasted few special
procedures. There had been a genial rivalry between the Vancouver
General, which had opened eight years earlier, and St. Paul's since the
beginning, and in the mid-I950s St. Paul'sseemedto be falling behind its
local "competitor." The general impression at the time was that St. Paul's
was "long on the art of medicine and short on the scienceof medicine."
The stafl and administration oI the hospital recognized that medicine was
advancing rapidly and that St. Paul's would be left behind i{ it did not
move quickly to addressthese changes.
The urge for change may have also been spurred on by the
opening of the medical schoolat UBC in I950 and the signing of the
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hospital academicagreementin I952. Although St. Paul'shad signedan
affiliation agreement with the university, in the beginning VGH was the
major hospital affiliated with UBC. Dr. Bill Hurlburt, Dr. John Sturdy and
many of the other doctorsat St. Paul'swanted to developan academic
Department oI Medicine at the hospital.This meant strengtheningSt.
Paul's clinical management, teaching and research abilities. To help
achieve these goals the Departments of Medicine, Pathology and Surgery
came together to createthe ClinicalInvestigationUnit in I956. The first
(ECG)
project ol the new unit was to reorganizethe electrocardiographic
service so that the fees from the interpretation of the tracings would be
pooled and used as an operatinglund for the Unit's other goals.By the
time Dr. Doris Kavanagh-Grayarrived in 1959,the ECG feeswere being
dedicatedto raisemoney for the Clinical InvestigationUnit's projects.Its
first priority was to establish a cardio/respiratory service.
"Before I came here the internists were reading the results [of the
ECGsIand they would pocket the little fee that went with it," Kavanaghcray says. "When I came they figured that really I ought to be doing it
for nothing becauseI had this wonderful place to work, and it was fine
with me. So I did all the readings of the cardiograms and the money then
went to develop other things. It might go to support a cardiologist for the
first six months till he or she could get on her or his feet, or whatever."
The ECG revenue gradually grew over the next decade {rom
$2,000 a year to approximately$16,000a year. Accordingto KavanaghGray, the program worked well and raised money to build and buy
equipment, to help pay salariesand to establishnew programs."I had
to admire lhe internists lor voluntarily giving up this little sinecure that
they had, had to admire mysell lor doing it for nothing, and I had to
admire Bill Hurlburt for his foresight in seeing that these funds could be
diverted to other areasto developthe hospital."
St. Paul'swas not the first hospital in B.C. to perlorm openheart surgery. However, it was one of the first community-based, nonuniversity hospitals in the world to perlorm open-heart surgery. At the
time, the predominant philosophy was that only major research hospitals
could attempt heart surgery. Although St. Paul's had only minimal
affiliation with the university at that stage,the hospital was not content
to sit back and watch the big boys get all the glory' The first open-heart
surgery in B.C. was per{ormed at the Children'sHospital,which was
Dart of VGH at the time, in OctoberoI l9 57 using a bubble oxygenator
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to repair a hole in the heart of a nine-year-old boy. The same year, after
prolonged debate,the St. Paul'sadministrationdecidedthe hospital had
enough patients to justify establishing cardiac diagnostic and open-heart
surgical services-they took the first stepson the path toward creating
what would grow to be one of the leading centres for cardiovascular
pulmonary research, treatmenl and care in Canada. The administration
and staff of St. Paul'sset out to prove that hospitalswithout major
university alfiliation were every bit as capable of performing open-heart
surgeryif they had the proper equipment and Iacilities.The next problem
was getting the proper equipment.
In addition to revenue from the ECG fund, the Clinical
InvestigationUnit receivedgrants from the B.C. Heart Foundation and
lhe Woodward Foundation, and Dr. Harold Rice began ordering cardiac
catheterizationequipment so that servicescould begin in 1959.However,
in spite of these grants, much of the equipment, especially the heart-lung
bypassmachine, was still too expensive for the hospital. For example,
the Mayo-cibbon heart-lung machine cost $45,000.00-a prohibitive
price for St. Paul's.Following in the make-due-or-do-withoutpattern
that had been set by the Sistersof Providence,Rice set out to designand
build much of the necessaryequipment for the new cardiac diagnostic
and surgical services.One of his first developments was a new method
of analyzing blood oxygenation. The standard van Slyke method took
half an hour per test, and was quite expensive.Rice developeda colour
photoelectronic method that allowed for a dozen tests to be done in the
sameamount of time. Other inventions included pulmonary function
equipment to test COrlevelsand total lung volumes, and a heart-lung
bypassmachine.
Rice had come to St. Paul's from Edmonton for an internship in
I955, and Hurlbu askedhim to stay on as the director of the Clinical
Investigation Unit. By all accounts, Rice had an incredible mind and
was capable of designing and building just about any medical device.
He was also known to be difficult to work with at times. I(avanaghGray has describedhim as a "small, vigorous and sometimes vexatious
physiologist. He was a very innovative, inventive man. Irritating. but
very innovative." Similarly, Dr. Bob Gourlay, the Chief Surgeon at
St. Paul'sfrom 1958 to 1978, once said about him in an interview,
"Harold was a very difficult person as you well know and Harold was a
tremendousfellow to make anything."
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Rice'sinventions did not start at St. Paul's.In 1940 he created
the first in what would become an impressive seriesof medical devices.
At the time penicillin was a new and precious drug and doctors were
trying to find the most efficient way to give it to patients. Rice invented
an apparatusthat administereda controlleddoseoI penicillin to patients
twenty-four hours a day. The next year he designedand built an
electroencephalograph (EEG) for the Winnipeg General Hospital. It was
the first such machine in western Canada and the EEG service at the
Winnipeg General that grew from Rice's invention was lre quently used
by the armed services.In 1942 Rice was awarded the Reeve Prize for
Researchby the University ol Toronto. Rice's inventions and adaptations
of medical deviceswere impressiveenough that it was not uncommon
lor equipment suppliersfrom both Canadaand the U.S. to ask his advice
or to seehow he had solveda particular mechanicalor medicalproblem.
In later years he was invited to work at NASA, but chose instead to stay
in Canada.
Rice and his wife, Dorothy, moved to Edmonton in 1949. Rice's
PhD thesis had been on the nervous control oI respiration and when the
polio epidemic swept the city in 1951, he worked to regulate the iron
lung machines. The iron lung was a coffin-like machine that enclosed
patients from neck to feet with only their heads exposed to the air. Using
suction on the body, the iron lung forced the patient's lungs to move,
thereby pulling in and pushing out air. At the peak oI the Edmonton
epidemic, 32 iron lungs were in service. The experience oI working to
regulate the iron lungs had a major impact on Rice. "This was the flnal
event that convinced me that a new era in medicine had begun where
scientific and technical resourceswould aid the experience and skill and
knowledge of the traditional doctor," he wrote. In cardiac surgery this
new era was already dawning.
Creating a pump that could replace the heart during surgery
was relatively simple; the difflcult part was in oxygenating the blood
before returning it to the body. The first heart-lung bypass machine
was developedby Dr. John Gibbons.The machine actedas both heart
and lungs pumping and oxygenatingblood for the patient, allowing
doctors to stop the heart and let the blood drain out of it before
beginning surgery. As Dr. Kavanagh-Gray has written, "From that
moment, no lesion could resist surgical correction. Every month, and
at every international meeting, new surgical triumphs were revealed
to a brealhlessaudience."Gibbonsperformed the first successfulopen-
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heart operation with a completebypassoI the heart using a heart-lung
machine in 1951, when he closedan intra-atrial septaldefect,commonly
known as a hole in the heaft. In the early fifties other open-heart
techniqueswere also attempted.Theseproceduresrelied on a variety of
techniques including cross-circulation, where one patient's heart pumped
and oxygenatedblood for a secondpatient whose heart was stopped
while surgery was per{ormed, and hlpothermia, where parients' body
temperatures were lowered to decreasetheir need for oxygen
The sameyear as Gibbonsperlormed the first successfulopenheart surgerywith a by-passmachine, Dorothy Rice becamethe fourth
open-heartsurgicalpatient
Dt..Rirc ex{}lainsin eatty
in the world and the first
bload gaslCQr)analysis
at the Mayo Clinic. Both
mochi e ta a co{league
Dr. Rice and Dorothy had
knowrl that she had a
congenital heart defect,
however, because of the
limited diagnostic testing
that was availableat the
time, the exact nature
of her condition was
unknown. The defect
limited her physical activity and doctors told her she would likely only
live to be middle aged. "Today, with scoresof new and radical procedures
being employed daily, it is di{ficult to appreciate that many, probably the
majority, of doctors, decried the aim of operating on the heart," wrote
Rice. "one lamous doctor in Boston publicly declaredit to be impossible.
One of my Edmonton colleaguestold me it was medical malpractice.
How things have changed."
Although the Mayo Clinic had completed its research and was
ready for its first open-heart patient, the doctors were very frank about
the possible outcome of the surgery. Up to that point only three openheart operationshad been performed, one in Boston, one in Philadelphia
and one in Minneapolis.The resultswere that one patient was cured,
one patient died and the other survived, but with no change in the
condition-exactly a fi{ty per cent successrate. While doctors were
able to correct Dorothy's atrial septaldefect,a seconddefectwas found
during the surgery, an anomalous pulmonary vein. without a heart-lung
bypassmachine doctorscould not repair this seconddefect.By 1958,
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however, the Mayo Clinic, working with Dr. Gibbon, had developed
a heart-lung machine and was ready lor patient trials. Dorothy had a
second open-heart operation to repair the remaining defect. For the
first time, in her late-forties,Dorothy had normal blood circulation.
The result of the second surgery was to create an avid golfer who lived
to be almost 77 yearsold. Having seenthe Mayo-Gibbonsmachine in
action and the results of the surgery first hand, Rice was intrigued by
the surgical possibilities
by-passmachinesopened.
Dr. Ri.e witll the he0t^1.tung nlachinelle inY€nted.
The same year he told his
Thismathine wasusedin
colleaguesat St. Paul'sthat
cver a tllousand1pen-heart
he
was confident he could
operatiansbefar€ it was
build just such a machine
retired ta the l]sspital
out of stainlesssteel."I
crchives,whereit is sti{t0n
display
was amazed when they
acceptedthat statement,"
he wrote. Fortunately
for all, both Rice and his
colleagueswere right to be
confident.
With grants Irom
the B.C. Heart Foundation,
the B.C. Polio Foundation,
the Koerner Foundation,
the Women's Auxiliary
and the B.C. Medical
Foundation and money
irom the ECG pool as well
as other donations lrom
doctorsat the hospital,
Rice set out to develop what Dr. Al Gerein has referred to as the Rice
Modification o{ the Mayo-Gibbon Oxygenator. When Rice started he
wanted to create a machine that could be completely sterilized. Made
out oI soldered stainlesssteel, Rice's machine could be taken apart and
sterilized in the autoclave meaning that it was much less susceptible
to causing infection in patients than some other designs.According to
Gloria Stephens,the scrub nurse on the first open-heart surgery at St.
Paul's, Rice practically built the machine out of odds and ends and old
bandage tins. "He went through the hospital and he'd see something and
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he'd say,'oh, I can use that and this,"'says Stephens.The machine went
on to be used in over one thousand operations.It never lailed to provide
adequateoxygen and was never associatedwith acidosisor infection.

An arterial

According to Gourlay, there was a great deal of debate at the time
over the various merits of the different styles ol oxygenators-the screen,
disk and bubble oxygenators. Rice's machine was a screen oxygenator.
The blood would flow
down the screensand pick
up oxygen as it flowed
acrossthem.
In addition to
designingand building the
heart-lung machine, the
stall at St. Paul'shad to test
it belore it could be used
on patients. The testing
was done in the animal
labs, where, Gourlay once
joked, "We put dogsback together and sent them home again."
The testing included all aspectsof the machine's function and
surgicaltechniques."We were testing everything," saysStephens.
"How to give the patient enough blood, how to keep the blood from
coagulating, we were doing all that research. So we would operate
on dogs, establish a problem with their heart, nurse them back to
health, and then operate on them again to correct the defect with that
antiquated stuff that we had. But it worked."
As in other hospitals, the push for developing cardiac surgery
came mainly from the thoracic surgeons. Leading the pack were Gourlay,
Dr. Ted Musgrove and Dr. G. Coursley.Musgrove came to Vancouver
to start practicein t 952. He had trained at the Mayo Clinic and his
background was in general and thoracic surgery. Musgrove went on to
developperipheralvascularsurgery at St. Paul's.Coursleywas also a
thoracic surgeon. However, it was Gourlay who led the surgical team.
Gourlay had strong ties to St. Paul's-his father, Dr. Henry
Gourlay, had been a surgeon at the hospital before an early dealh lrom
pneumonia, and his mother was part of the first classof nursesat St'
Paul's.Alter getting his medical degreeat McGill University in 1942,
Gourlay did an MSc in Experimental Surgeryin 1951-his thesiswork
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was on fruit flies. Following this, Gourlay returned to Vancouver to work
at St. Paul's."I don't think my mother would have spoken to me if I'd
gone to the General," he once said in an interview about his choice oI
workplace.In 1958 Gourlay becameChief Surgeonand held thal post for
almost twenty years, one of the longest tenures of any Chief Surgeon in
Canada.

Ton Asborn :''',onitorsthe
lrcort' lung mcchineduring
surgery

By 1958 the surgicalteam was assembled.Rice, Gourlay,
Musgrove and Coursley had visited the Mayo Clinic to investigate the
heart-lung machine and to learn about open-hearttechniques.However,
there were still a few critical pieces of the cardiac team missing. In I959,
Dr. Doris Kavanagh-Grayjoined St. Paul'sIo undertake cardiacdiagnostic
servicesin the new catheterization laboratory. That same year, training
began lor the open-heart
nursing team and the bypassmachine technicians.
At the time,
becausethe techniques
were so new, there
were no technicians or
perfusionistsand no formal
educational programs to
teach them. Many of the
early trainees were former
hospital orderlies.At St.
Paul's Rice recruited and
trained Tom Osborne as his
first technician. Osborne
went on to be certified by
the Board of Examinersof
the Society of Engineering
Technologistsas a Senior
Engineering Technologist.
Similarly,there
were no training programs
in open-heartsurgery for
nurses.At St. Paul'sthree nurseswere selectedto be on the open-heart
team. They worked in the dog labs alongside the surgeons for their
training. "We would go in on Saturdays,we did every Saturday for about
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three months, and we would operate down in the dog labs, on dogs,"
says Stephens about the initial training she received to be part of the
open-heartteam.

T'm Asbornand 0r.
Lewcltttckmanitar the
heart- lLtngmachineduring
open-heartsuryery

With all the necessarysteps underway, Kavanagh-Gray started
Iooking for a good candidatefor the first open-heartsurgery at St. Paul's.
"[Dr. courlay] was looking lor an ideal patient who would do well, we
certainly didn't want to lose our first patient or two, and had asked that
I keep an eye out for somebody with an atrial septal defect: somebody
with a hole in the upper chambers of the heart, which he thought was
a relatively easything to
repair," saysI(avanaghGray.
r-: r:^ |l,,
IrrUo,,y,

---.,
ruor,l

of the open-heart
patients were children
with congenitaldefects.
Although theseheart
defects were life
threatening, they were
comparatively simple
to repair and in most
casesthe patients had
no complicating factors
such as obesity or a
history of smoking, which
could make them poor
candidatesIor surgery.
Kavanagh-Grayhas also
been quoted citing othet
less medically signifi cant
Iactors in the selection of
the first patient: "It had

to be a girl, shehad to havefrecklesand shehad to be pleasant."Anne
Lavery,a 12-year-oldfreckle-{acedyoung girl with a hole in her heart fit
on June22, \960 in OR 14 of the old hospital,Drs.
all the requirements.
Gourlay,Coursleyand Musgroveperformedthe first open-heartsurgery
at St.Paul's.
The operation was scheduledfor 9:30 a.m. and preparationbegan
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coming in to the hospital to
at 5:00 with the nursesand perfr-lsionists
ready the machine and set up the operatingtheatre. "We had to make
everything right at the time," saysStephens."All the different types of
suctionsthat you have to use and everything.YoLrcouldn't just snap
your finger and get it from a company back then, you had to make it
all up. And so we had to make sure that all the suctions,the tubing,
wouldn't come apart and things like thar. It would take us a couple of
h o u r s t o s e tu p . "

tu

it. c :n rho t r n'ina

theater

Once the machine was set up, the team assembled.For the early
open-heartoperationsthe operatingroom was quite crowded as doctors,
nursesand technicians
came to observeand learn
from the techniquesand
to ensure that every aspect
of the procedurewas
carefully monitored. "At
that time we always had
two anesthetistsin the
room. And we would have
a doctor with the heart
lung machine. Now we
have technicianswith the
heart-lung, but at that time
we always had a doctor,"
saysStephens."And then
there would be two doctors
or maybe the two main
doctorsscrubbed,plus two
plus
or three assistants,
two scrub nursesand then
you'd have two circulating
nurses.So it was quite a
full room."
For the first open-heartsurgery,in addition to Gourlay,Musgrove
and Coursley,there was an intern, Dr. Uptigrote;two anesthetists,Dr. N.
McMillen and Dr. J. O'Donnel; four nurses,R. Stringer,G. Webb, B. Polvi
and Stephens;two perlusionists,Rice and osborne; and one cardiologist,
I(avanash-Grav.
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Accordingto Stephens,the heart-lung machine had not been
working properly the Saturdaybefore the operation and Rice had
worked throughout the weekend to get it ready for its debut. When
the machine was turned on at I l:25 a.m. Stephensrememberssaying
a silent prayer. "I remember saying'Please,Dear God, make everything
work.'I think I held my breath through the whole rest of the surgery,
becausewhen I got home that day I could hardly touch my arms they
were so sore."
During the operation doctorsopened the right atrium of the
heart and repairedthe inter-atrial septaldefect,which was about 2.5
centimetresin diameter-approximatelythe sizeof a quarter. The bypass
machine was turned off after I8 minutes. The operation was a success!

TotnAsbornmanitors the
heart-lung moc'nineduring
surg€ry

Although the equipment the doctorsat St. Paul'sused was the
latestin medical technologyat the time, it seemsalmost primitive by
current standards.The only vital sign that was monitored during the
surgerywas central venous
pressure.Today,surgeons
would considerthat
inadequatemonitoring
for any type of surgery,
let alone open-heart. At
the time, devicesused
to record intravascular
pressurewere limited
to a single continuous
measurement.However,
the technologyimproved
rapidly and it would take less than a decade before monitors were
availableto measureseveralpressuresat the same time. Another
vital el€ment that had not been developedby that point was a way to
measurethe rate of flow of blood through the heart-lung machine into
the patient. "It was always important to know how much blood was
going through the patient per minute or per second, how many litres
were flowing," says Kavanagh-Gray. "we tried to make it as close to
the normal blood flow as possible,but we had no way of measuring
how much blood was going. So what we would do at the end of lhe
operation, when everything was finished, Harold would hold the blood
pipe in one pail, turn on the stop watch, turn on the machine and see
how much blood accumulatedin one minute in the pail and say well, the
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flow was x number of litres per minute. Well that's not very effective,as
you can imagine.It was nice to know when the blood was going through
the patient how many litres per minute were going. It was fine to know
after,but you'd like to know during." Later Rice invented a blood flow
meter that allowed doctorsto read the rate of flow continuously during
the operation.
Dr-f laroLdl?ke with |'{rs.
6ibbor' at c terenlcny
v{hereDr. Ricewasgiven
hanorcrymemb€rshipin
the AmericanSot:ietyaf
{xt rat orpareal T€chnoIagy

Despitethe inabiliry
to monitor blood gaslevels,
blood flow and other
aspectsof the patient's
vital signs,the surgery
was a success.
In the
remaining six months of
I960, the St. Paul'steam
performed five more
open-heartoperationsand
over the next five years
they performed a total of
146 open-heart surgical
interventionson a variety
of cardiaclesions.The cando attitude exemplified
first by the Sistersof
Providenceand then by Dr.
Rice in combination with
the hospital's commitment
to improving patient
care launched what has
grown to becomeone of
the leading centres in cardiac diagnosis, treatment and research in the
country.
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Chapter2: Cardiologyat St. Paul'sHospital
'Ihe

heart is purasttltatcr...thrchbittg in its;tryapaipolslvas atr.vuightirrgttle.

-Rit:ha ul Selzer. 1976

lntroduction
with the invention oI the heart-lungmachinesurgeonswere able
to operateon cardiaclesionsthat were previouslyuntreatable.The whole
rangeo{ intracardiaclesions,thoseinsidethe chambersof the heart,
was openedup to surgicaltreatment.The first group oI patientswere
mainly children with congenitalheart defects,however,the high rate
with thesepatientssoonled surgeonsto treat olher problems
o{ success
The increasein
suchas defectiveheart valvesand arterial diseases.
surgicaltreatmentsdemandeda simultaneousincreasein diagnosis,
and cardiologywaspulled along in the current of surgicalprogress.As
Dr. Doris Kavanagh-Grayhas written, "the surgeonwas King, dragging
his cardiologicalcolleaguesalong-demandhg ever more preciseand
accurateanatomicaldiagnosis."However,as cardiologydevelopedit
would take on a leadingrole not only supportingsurgeons,but in many
casesreplacingthem. Interventionalcardiology,electrophysiologyand
other developmentswould allow cardiologiststo not only diagnosebut
treat many heart problemswithout surgery,meaningmuch lessrisk and
shorterrecoverytime for patients.
Over the past century cardiologistshave made incrediblestrides
in understandingthe heart'sfunction. By the end of the 19ft century
a number of discoverieshad been madethat would be crucialin the
developmentof modern cardiology.In 1896,SapioneRiva-Rocci
inventedthe prototlpe of the blood-pressurecuff that is still in usetoday.
This was one of the first devicesthat allowed physiciansto take blood
pressuremeasurementswithout piercingthe patient'sskin.
In I895, Wilhelm C. Roentgendiscoveredthe x-ray, usheringin a
new era oI medicalimaging,diagnosisand therapeuticradiology.For the
first time the x-ray allowedphysiciansto "seethrough" the tissueof the
body and get a glimpseof the blood vessels,heart and lungs. Over the
lollowing few yearsWalter B. Cannonand MosesSwick discoveredthat
feedingbismuth,barium or iodine compoundsto the subjectduring the

x-ray procedure could bring the organs into view more clearly. The x-ray
was undeniably important to the cardiologist, whose subject of study was
hidden behind the rib cage.
In July oI 1929 cardiology received perhaps its greatest thrust
into the modern era. Werner Forssman, a German medical student,
conceived the idea ol passing a catheter into the heart through the
venous system. Forsmann's goal was to deliver medications directly
to the heart for resuscitation. Like the stereotypical mad genius from
a sci-fi movie, Forsmann used himsell in his initial experiments with
the heart catheter. Since he was a urologist, he used a urinary catheter
for the first procedure! Fortunately, his story had a happy ending; in
1956 he sharedthe Nobel Prizewith Andr6 Cournand and Dickinson
W. Richards Ior their respective roles in introducing and standardizing
cardiac catheterization. Only three years later St. Paul's opened its cardiac
catheterizationlab with Dr. Doris Kavanagh-Grayat the helm.

CardiologyBeginsat $t. Paul's
while there was a pediatric cardiology unit at the Vancouver
General Hospital, there was no cardiology unit at St. Paul's in the mid1950s.The ClinicallnvestigationUnit was set up in 1956 to push the
hospital into new areas of medicine, and its first priority was to create a
cardiacdiagnosticand surgicalunit. By 1959 Dr. Gourlay had organizeda
cardiac surgical team, Dr. Rice was hard at work perlecting his heart-lung
machine and much oI the cardiology equipment had been purchased in
anticipation of hiring a cardiologist.
In 1959 Dr. Doris Kavanagh-Graycame to St. Paul'sto develop
the cardiac catheterization laboratory and cardiac investigation services
at St. Paul's.She was the first full-time specialistSt. Paul'shired. Both
Kavanagh-Gray and her husband, Dr. John Gray, came to St. Paul's from
Detroit where they had trained at the Ford Clinic. "Dr. Bill Hurlburt was
in the processof trying to change the department ol Medicine and have
an emphasison sub-specialtygroups," saysKavanagh-Grayabout what
led to her coming to St. Paul's. "He was looking for gastroenterologists,
for somebody to head neurology and somebody to develop cardiology.
So, he was interestedin what I knew. I came and met him and startedto
work here to developthe unit of Cardiology."
I(avanagh-Gray had originally intended to study dermatology,
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Dr. 0oris Kavatlagharri'red
at St. Paut'sin 1959to
start t'ne$rCiologyunit.
5b€was the first f.llltine
specillistdf 5f. Prul'5

but switched to cardiology.
"The cardiologistshad
a lot of glamour at that
time becausethings were
changing so quickly,"
she says."I think first
of all there was a lot of
drama in it, which appeals
to the young; not so
much as you get older.
Things were changing so
rapidly in cardiology at
that time. Heart surgery
was just coming on the
scene.Peoplewere curing
patientswho we had never
any idea could be cured
before,mainly through
surgery. Cardiology was
kind of ragging along, as
the surgeonsdemanded
more and more accurate
diagnosis.Then the heart catheterizationlabs were developingand
every day there was another sort of new turning point. I found that very
exciting and I wanted to get in on the ground floor." As cardiacsurgery
continued to develop,there was ever-greaterdemand for accurate
diagnosisoI heart defects."Becauseof the surgery requiring accurate
diagnosis,the diagnosisbecamevery accurate,"saysKavanagh-Gray.
"When it didn't really mater becausethere was no treatment, there
wasn't the urgency to diagnoseaccurately.Then there came a time when
you had to know exactly where the hole in the heart was, exactly what
and how much was shunting from right to left or left to right."
Another attraction for I(avanagh-Graywas the cardiacpatients'
willingness to help themselves. "They were very motivared to help
themselves,"saysKavanagh-Gray."I always suspectedif you askedthem
to stand on their head againstthe wall for 24 hours they would do it."
By 1960, when l(avanagh-Grayand Rice were ready to perform
their first catheterization,cardiaccatheterizationwas an established
technique. Despitethis and the fact that I(avanagh-Grayhad a great deal
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ol experience catheterizing children from her work at the Ford Clinic,
the hospital administration insisted Kavanagh-Gray demonstrate the
technique on a dog before they would allow her to start working with
human patients.
In the morning of the first heart catheterization at St. Paul's a
large black dog was brought to OR l9 in the operatingroom on the 6'h
floor, stretched on the OR table, anesthetized and had his right groin
shaved in preparation for surgery. "The small viewing window was filled
with spectators,some standingon boxes,so that the whole area was
filled with expectantfaces,"Kavanagh-Grayhas written.
As experiencedas she was, Kavanagh-Graywas new to canine
catheterization.She found that the dog'sleg would not lie flat on the
operating table to allow lor convenient accessto the venous system, and
she had to dig around in the "patient's" groin trying to find the vein.
Becoming impatient with the delay, Dr. Gourlay stepped in to help out.
However, he also seemed not to have had a lot of experience with canine
patients. In the ensuing battle with the dog's leg the femoral artery was
severed and there was massive hemorrhaging before things were brought
under control. "This complication had the advantage of decreasing the
number of spectators,"Kavanagh-Grayhas written in her reminiscences
about the day. "Eventually we ploughed through-the catheter was
maneuvered through the heart (which I lound to be peculiarly long and
slim), sampleswere obtained and analyzed by Mary Bedford, technician,
using the Van Slyke apparatus. Pressureswere recorded and finally the
catheter removed, the artery repaired, the skin sutured and the beast
taken to the hospital cellars to recuperate-while I tried to put the whole
painful experience behind me. Sister Pat, in charge of the OR, was
'our patient,'
fascinatedand for the next two weeks would ask daily after
'Was he still alive?'The animal appearedto have
and more ominously,
suf{eredno ill effects,and even seemedpleasedto seeSisterand I when
we visited with doggy treats." After this first patient recovered, cardiac
catheterizationbegan in earnestat St. Paul's.
In the early yearsof cardiacsurgeryat both Vancouverhospitals,
as elsewhere,the patientsselecledfor open-heartsurgery were usually
children with relatively easily repaired defects. "First of all there was a
whole realm oI congenitalheart diseasethat had never been operated
on and repaired,and that was a backloadthat had to be cleared,"says
Kavanagh-Gray.When St. Paul'sfirst opened its cardiaccatheterization
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service, Dr. Morris Young, a pediatric cardiologist at VGH asked if
I(avanagh-Gray would do catheterizations on some of the children who
had been waiting to be seenby a cardiologist.When Kavanagh-Gray
agreed, Young sent over a list of 400 children who had been waiting to
be studied,some as long as four years.
Becauseof the successsurgeonshad with treating congenital
delectsin children, proceduresfor treating other heart diseasessoon
began to emerge. So once the backload of congenital heart defects was
dealt with, cardiologists {ound themselves diagnosing patients with
narrowing of the coronary arteries, of which there was unfortunately a
virtually unlimited supply.
Dr. K.Jvanagh

While most of the
cardiaccatheterization
equipment was purchased,
some with funding from
the ECG pool, cardiology
also benefited from
the inventive mind of
Dr. Harold Rice. One
instrument in particular
that causeda great deal ol
frustration for I(avanaghGray was a phonocatheter
that Rice invented. Rice
theorized and was able to
demonstrate that heart
murmurs, which indicate
functional or structural
abnormalities, would be
audible inside the heart
on the opposite side
from where they were
produced. So, for example,
iI there was a hole in the heart and the blood was flowing from left to
right, the sound would be audible inside the right chamber of the heart.
Rice's phonocatheter transmitted this sound from the microphone at
the tip of the catheter to the operator. This allowed the cardiologist
to hear heart murmurs more clearly. The transmitter was housed in a
Iargeand cumbersomecatheter.I(avanagh-Graywas often reluctant to
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use the awkward instrument on small children, who were the bulk of
her patients at the time, and a battle of wills between the two doctors
sometimes ensued. However, according to Kavanagh-Gray, the iatal
flaw of Rice'sphonocatheter was its ability to pick up radio waves as
well as heart murmurs. "It was disconcerting and certainly confusing to
hear heart murmurs replaced by Big Band sounds, or even the agony
of the soaps(I recallvividly somethingcalled'One Man's Family') all
emanating lrom the small chestsof my riny infants."

Women in lVledicine
Kavanagh-Graywas the first full time specialistthat St. Paul's
hired. According to Faye Meuser,head nurse of the PAR for six yearsin
the seventies,I(avanagh-Gray'scontribution to St. Paul'scannot be over
estimated."She was an articulatevery intelligent,visionaryperson.And
she would communicate so well, you couldn't argue with her, she was
so good. Everybodyhad so much respectfor her," saysMeuser."I don't
think anyone ever bothered her about being a woman or whatever.
She was just somebodywho was there to get the job done." While it
is true as Meuser notes that Kavanagh-Graygot the job done and was
highly respected,it was also the casethat women did receive different
treatment, both as doctorsand as patients,during Kavanagh-Gray'searly
career.
As a female doctor in the sixties and later, Kavanagh-Gray
experienced and struggled againsl the gender discrimination that was
part of the times. Although she sometimes had reactions from patients
ranging from "My doctor said that you were a woman but that you're
very good, so here I am," to "My God, you're a woman," she usually
found that within a few minutes, as she demonstratedher expertise,
any negative feeling about her ability faded. Kavanagh-Gray also fought
against different treatment of women as patients and has given many
public lecturesencouragingwomen to be activistsfor rhe quality oI their
own health care.
However, it was her work to change attitudes within the medical
community that Kavanagh-Gray seemsmost proud of-one of her
accomplishments was to lorce St. Paul's to include women in the annual
dinner. "They had annual staffpartiesat the Keith Journal Club and no
women were allowed to go to those. So the women who were working,
the interns and the female residents and stall people, would look alter
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the hospital while the men had their party." Kavanagh-Gray thought the
policy was more than a little outdated and decided to do what she could
to have it changed.
She joined the hospital advisory board and at every chance
brought up the issue of the female staff being excluded from the annual
dinner. "It got rather awkward, so finally alter about three years of
'alright, we'll give you, the women,
badgering, the powers that be said,
some money and you can go have your own little party."'While
Kavanagh-Gray thought it wasn't as good as joining the men's party, it
was some measureof progress."We decidedwe'd have a lovely cultural
evening, no buns would be thrown, it wouldn't be like the wild parties
the men were having," I(avanagh-Gray recalls.
Dr. Mary Mate knew the chef at the William Tell, a fine dining
restaurant and arranged lor a dinner, and Dr. Jospehine Mallek, a senior
physician at St. Paul's at the time, arranged {or the women to go to the
opera aJterwards. "We had a superb dinner," says Kavanagh-Gray. "Lots
of Pink Ladies I recall, and we weren't finished by the time the opera
was on." Fortunately, becauseMate knew the chef, the restaurant agreed
to stay open while the doctors went to the opera. "We all came back,
ordered more Pink Ladies, Baked Alaskas were brought out, the rest ol
the restaurant was closed but it was open Ior us. We had a grand time."
That grand time was reflecled in the grand total o{ the bill. "When
the Medical Advisory Board got the bill they turned somewhat pale and
said, 'Well, Irom now on the women will join the men [Ior the annual
dinnerl.' So we hit them in their financial weak spot. From then on we
were with [the men] all the time."

CardiologyGrows
werevery
In the earlyyearsof cardiacsurgery,the procedures
labour intensive in the sensethat so many people were involved' Roles
that are now handled by one or two nurses were in the beginning
looked after by a team oI nurses and doctors. When St. Paul's first started
perlorming cardiac surgery Kavanagh-Gray would be in the operating
room for each surgeryto ensure that the diagnosishad been accurate.
But as time went on, and everyone became more confident in the
diagnoses,the cardiologist would only be called in to the OR if there was
a problem.
Similarly, in the early years the cardiologists spent a great deal oI
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Dr.Dwig,htPeretz, sh1wn
here in 1987,joined tlrc
statf of 5t. patll'sin 1965
lnd wasinstrumental in
settingup the lntensive
Ccrecnd Cardiat CareUnits

time with patients in postoperativecare. "Initially
I would stay with the
patients for the first 24, 48
hours," saysI(avanaghGray. "But of course,later
on, the anesthetiststook
that job over and the
surgicalresidentstook that
job, so we didn't have to
do that anymore." Also,
as the department grew there were more people to take on many of the
tasksincluding on-call duties.
Through the early 1960sthe ClinicalInvestigationUnit actively
in cardiacsurgeryand
recruitedmedical specialistsincluding specialists
Hurlburt, Gillis
group
Palmer,
of
internists-Drs.
cardiology. In 196), a
and Tiaynor-began a study to examine retrospectively the treatment ol
myocardial infarction in St. Paul's in order to establish a plan to improve
treatment. The results of this study led St. Paul's to adopt a new approach
to treatment using a specializedacute care unit'

Dr. Peretz explainsntdiac
monitating eqLtipmentto
i4r, Ed 8l0nd, president
of the VancauverRotarv
Club. The equipmentw1s
donatedby the R}tary {lub
in 1985

In 1965, Dr. Dwight Peretzarrived at St. Paul'safter having
finished his training in cardiology at McGill University and the Royal
Victoria Hospital. Peretz
was brought in to advise
the members of the
myocardial inf arction study
about the developmentof
intensivecare units. These
units, which are now a
mainstay in most hospitals
in North America, were
a new concept at the
time. Coronary Careand
Intensive Caremedicine
were virtually unknown,
either in Vancouver or
anywhere else in the
world, and St. Paul's found
itself on the leading edge
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Dr. Per€tzshownwitll ttw
then new aardiac(are
monitorin 1987

o{ patient care.That year,
Drs. Hurlburt, KavanaghGray, Peretz, MacDonald
and SisterSuperior Patricia
did a tour of the better
intensive care units in
North America. After
gaining financial support
for the plan from the
Woodward Foundation,
the group began planning
a similar unit at St. Paul's.Peretzmet with architectsto plan the
construction of a circular Intensive Care and Coronary Care Unit in what
had been the Sisters'commonroom, and in September1966 the units
opened under Peretz'sdirection.
"Dr Dwight Peretz was brought in to develop and run the
Intensive Care Unit," saysKavanagh-Gray. "That was a big step forward."
While the Intensive Careand Coronary Carepatientsdid not require
identical care, there was an obvious relationship between the two new
facilities. In the coming years mortality {or patients with myocardial
inlarction dropped from l0 per cent for patients admitted to lhe general
medical wards, to 15.2 per cent for patientsadmitted to the Coronary
Care Unit. Most of this reduction was attributed to the increased ability
to prevent deaths lrom heart rhythm disturbances (arrhythmia) when
cardiac patients were monitored more closely in the Coronary Care Unit.
with the coming of Peretz, cardiology could make a claim at
being a division, rather than just a single doctor, and being a department
meant it needed a chief. While the appointment ol a chief of a hospital
division thesedays is a laboriousprocessinvolving committees,postings,
interviews and forms in triplicate, those were much simpler, more
autocratic times. While others will surely object and point to her many
credentials and history of excellent work at St. Paul's, according to
I(avanagh-Gray, she became Chief of Cardiology simply by demanding
'look, I just brought
to be. "I went in to Dr. Hurlburt's room and I said,
Dr. Peretz on the staff and he's got a carpet in his room and I don'i have
a carpetin mine. I want something.'He said, 'What do you want?'And
'Okay,
I said,'Well, I think I want to be chief of cardiology.'He says,
you're chief.'So I was the chief for about thirty yearsand then I stepped
down and John Boone took over."
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Accordingto Kavanagh-Gray,being the Chief of a two-person
departmentis not that arduous ol a task. "At first it was no problem at
all," saysKavanagh-Gray."There was nobody exceptDwight Peretz,
and I was chief over Dwight." However, the coming years brought an
increasing number of additions to the department, and KavanaghGray was responsible for recruiting people to the staff. I(avanagh-Gray
describesgetting spacefor new staffas a big hassle."Each new person
was seenas a threat to the rest ol the hospital.I got eleven people on,
but with a lot of anguishand a lot of finagling and a lot oI maneuvering
and bullying."
Each new addition to the department brought new expertise
and areasof interestand knowledge.Accordingto Kavanagh-Gray,after
developing the Intensive Care Unit, the next step was to improve the
understandingof the heart and lungs as a unit. "We neededsomebody
who had knowledge of lung diseaseand heart diseasetogether because
so many ol our patients
Ar. Jahn Soane(left) .1n.1
were smokersand they
Dr. Peretz it.ight) wit:h
already had emphysema
an unnaned techfiician,
and we had trouble with
sh\w all equipmentlar
monitoring &rdi a( pati ents
them in surgery. So we
asked Dr. John Boone to
join us and he brought that
expertisewith him." Boone
joined the staff in I969. He
was another of St. Paul's
many doctors from McGill
University. After arriving
to direct the clinic until
Clinic
and
continued
the
Pacemaker
he took over
he becameChief of Cardiology.
Since 1964, when the first three patients in the Lower Mainland
had pacemakersimplanted, St. Paul'shas gone on to becomea well
known centre Ior pacemaker servicesin B.C. These electrical devices
provide a stimulus to the heart to ensurethat it keepsa steadypace.
Pacemakers have developed rapidly and are now much more complex,
although much smaller devices than those lrom the sixties.
In the early years patients wilh pacemakers had to come back
For those who lived
to the hospital every three months to be assessed.
outside of Vancouver this meant a long trip into the city, perhaps
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even an overnight stay,Jour times a year. However,by 1971 St. Paul's
replaced part oI the pacemaker service in the Outpatients Clinic with a
telephonesystemthat let patientsphone in their pacemakerreadings.
"The pacemaker company had an instrument whereby you could hold
the instrument over the pacemaker and the pacemaker clicks would
come down to us over the telephoneand come out as an ECG tracing,"
explains I(avanagh-Gray. "It was so effective that most people in
Vancouverwanted to get in on the act too, and they did."
The PacemakerClinic wasn't the only cardiologyservicethat took
advantageol the phone lines. In some communities in B.C. hospitalsor
clinicswere equippedwith ECG machinesand technicians,but not with
the Cardiologistsneededto interpret the results."Another servicewe
over the fax machine,"
did was the interpretation of electrocardiograms
saysKavanagh-Gray."Peoplewould send down their cardiogramsand
we would read them and send them the answers back right away to the
remote areas."

Dr. Art Dodek.jjined
the staff of 5t. pauL'sin
1974.Dodekbrougbt with
him an intercstin nonitlvosivepr)cedu es sucll
as srlgioptsstyand wls
instrumental in starting
suchprocedu{es al St.
pau{'s

In addition to this type of distance service, the cardiologistsat St.
Paul'salso had a popular
and successfuloutreach
program. Cardiologists
Irom the hospital traveled
throughout B.C. and
even to the Yukon to give
lecturesand provide some
consultation services.
Many of the lectures
were set up through
UBC, with the university
paying for travel and
accommodations."The
university calledand
askedwould I like to go
to the Kootenays and
give three days worth of
lectures,"saysKavanaghGray about the flrst of
these excursions."I went
out and I mainly gave a
lecture or two and then
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there were questionsand answers.And then a lot of other areasphoned
the university and said'we've heard that this went on, can we have
someonecome up and spend a day or two with us?"' St. Paul'shas
provided cardiologiststo Kelowna, Terrace,Prince George and remote
areasincluding the Queen CharlotteIslandsand the Yukon. "They would
collect all the cardiac patients that needed to be seen in one place. Rather
then send them each down to Vancouver, we would go up and see
them," says Kavanagh-Gray.
As the stafl grew, so did the expertise oI the department. "Each
new person who came [to the department] came with a little something
different," saysKavanagh-Gray.When Dr. Arthur Dodek was recruited in
I970 he came with an interest in interventional cardiologyand cardiac
rehabilitation.He was also interestedin non-invasiveproceduresfor
coronary artery disease.This area was developingrapidly and in 1972,
Dodek was one oI the first cardiologists to use transeptal catheterization
and the Swan-Ganzcatheter.By 1977,Dr. AndreasGruntzig oI
Switzerland had developed a non-surgical treatment for coronary artery
disease-angioplasty.This technique allowed patientsto be treatedand
sent home, often within 24 hours, avoiding costly and bed-consuming
hospitalstays."They could go home in 24 hours and do well," says
Kavanagh-Gray. "They'd come in one night, have the angioplasty
and then go home the next day." The procedure involved inserting a
"guiding" catheter into the heart, then threading a smaller catheter
ugh it. The second
Dr. Kavanaghtalks with a
theter had a double.ardiat patient {c. 1983}
balloon attached,
ch was then inflated,
the plaque on
artery and widening the
. "It was a very exciting
on," saysKavanaghray. "I went to Switzerland

study under IGruntzig]
or a couple of months and

e back,and then Arthur
dy had some knowledge

sowe wereableto
lop [angioplasty]."
I 980, after I(avanagh's
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sabbaticalin Switzerland
and a teaching conference
in Atlanta to learn about
the procedure, Dodek and
Kavanagh-Grayperformed
the first angioplastyat St.
Paul's Hospital. This service
has now grown into a very
active branch of cardiology
that is directedby Drs.
Dodek, Webb and Carereat

Dr.Att Dodekand Dr.
Lat!perfofin heart
catlteterizatton
0t 5t.
Poul's

St. Paul's.
By the early seventies, the cardiology service at St. Paul's
had outgrown its home. Catheterizationhad moved into the special
proceduresroom in the RadiologyDepartment in 1968.However,
although the equipment was modern, it was not designed for cardiac
catheterizationand time and spacehad to be sharedwith Radiology.
Between 1960 and 1972,almost a thousandpatientshad been referredto
the CardiacDivision at St. Paul's.By l97l almost l5 patientswere seen
each week by St. Paul's cardiologists, and the demand for procedures
outpaced the cardiologists' time-the cardiologistsestimated they had
enough referrals to warrant performing ten additional caseseach week.
New developments in cardiac surgery, such as valve replacement and
bypasssurgery,placedever more demand on cardiologyfor accurateand
timely diagnosis.After a lot ol negotiation,the administrationagreedto
convert the old chapel into a new cardiac and pulmonary unit. In July
of 1971 the board of the GreaterVancouverRegionalHospitalDistrict
approved the plan to build a new Catheterization Laboratory as well. The
new Cardiac and Respiratory Unit olflcially opened on the third floor,
center wing on September 7'h, 1973.
Kavanagh-Graysaw a great advantagein developingnew
procedures and techniques in the department not only through
recruitment, but also through training. One o{ her innovations as Chief
of Cardiology was to develop a sabbaticalprogram for the department.
Although St. Paul'shad an affiliation with UBC, the cardiologistsdid not
receive salariesIrom the university and were therelore not eligible for
the university sabbaticalprogram. "The sabbaticalprogram \ryasset up
to bring new information into our group," saysKavanagh-Gray."Every
doctor in cardiology was expected to go away for anywhere between
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three months to a year. And during that time we, the other cardiologists,
would pay her/him while he/she was away so she/he could live. Ald
when they came back all oI iheir patients would be there waiting for
them, they didn't have to build up a practice again. And it worked
wonderfully." Although many oI the doctors were at first reluctant
to go on sabbatical,the program caught on. Kavanagh-Graywent to
Switzerland to study angioplasty procedures with Gruntzig, Boone went
to England and learned about hl?ertrophic cardiomyopathies, others
went all over the world. "Everybody went, and they went becauseif they
didn't go they'd lose all the money they'd given to the other doctors, so
that was a good incentive."

CardiologicalAdvances
Over the years cardiology's role in treating heart diseasehas
shifted from being primarily diagnostic, to increasingly focused on
curative procedures. These have included electrophysiology and
interventional procedures.
"The only thing cardiologists used to do was diagnostic procedures
and medical treatment, and now it's moved into more curative
procedures and interventions," saysDr. Charles Kerr, who was head of
the division of cardiology
paae-makers
Thesevoriaus
at St. Paul's Hospital Irom
shtJwthe decreas[ngsize
1995 to 2003.In particular
0f tllese life"savingdevircs
Kerr cites the areas of
througb their devetopment
interventional procedures
(including angioplasty
and the use of stents)and
electrophysiology (the
study and treatment of
abnormal heart rhythms)
for changing the face of
cardiology. "It's taken a lot
of patientswho usedto require surgeryand [made it so they] now no

longer needit," saysKerr.
Electrophysiology is the study of the electrical aspectsof heart
problems, specifically arrhythmias, which are caused by disturbances in
the electrical impulses in the heart. I(err was the first doctor to perform
electrophysiology studies in Western Canada. Initially he worked at the
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VancouverGeneraland the UBC campushospitals.However, in 1995
the university moved I(err, and with him the headship of the division o{
cardiology, to St. Paul's.
One of the major areasof work is with pacemakers and
defibrillators, which help to regulate the heart beat. Another area of
electrophysiology treatment has been ablation treatments. In these
procedures, wires are inserted into the heart through rhe veins. The
end of the wire is directed to a part of the heart where the electrical
circuit is abnormal, causing arrhythmia, and a radio frequency current
is passedthrough the wire. This cauterizesthe area. "This will interrupt
that particular path of electrical circuit the patient would have," says
Kerr. "We can cauterize those circuits and cure people's arrhythmias. The
sophistication of the mapping equipment is really quite astounding. We
are able to do ablations of very complex arrhythmias we never thought
we could cure before."
Since the early development of angioplasty at St. Paul's in the
1980s,the hospital has continued to be at the fore ol interventional
techniques.In I990 Dr. John Webbjoined the St. Paul'sdivision oI
cardiology to take over the Coronary Care Unit from Dr. Peretz. Webb
is now the director of cardiac catheterization, interventional cardiology
and interventional cardiology research. Webb was the first person in
B.C. to train in interventional cardiology as a specialty and brought an
incredible amount of expertise with him. "There were a lot of interesting
possibilities for intervention being developed when I was training, in
terms ol angiography and angioplasty and stenting and things of this
sort," says Webb. "Unlike a lot of other medical specialtiesthere were a
lot of things that you could do that actually had a clea! definitive result.
The benefits to people were somewhat dramatic in my eyes. With an
interventional procedure, within an hour you could see you'd made a
clear difference to how open an artery was. Patients would have pain
one minute and not the next."
Building on catheterization procedures, angioplasty allowed
doctors to open arteries without having to perlorm surgery on patients.
Interventional treatments have developed since then to include a range
of procedures that previously would have involved surgery or been
unthinkable. One ol the first developmentswas stentingprocedures,
which were first done at St. Paul's in the early 1990s. While angioplasty
uses balloons to open arteries and compressplaque against the artery
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walls, stentsact as scaffoldingon the inside of the artery, holding it
open. Following its initial successwith stents,St. Paul'swas involved in
developinga new family of stentsin the early 1990s.
Over the years, St. Paul's interventional cardiology group
has been involved in a number of firsts.In 1999 St. Paul'swas the
first hospitalin B.C. to perform percutaneousatrial septaldefectand
ventricular septal defect closures. St. Paul's was the first place in North
America to successfullyimplant a percutaneousheart valve, in other
words to implant a prostheticheart valve through the veins rather than
with open-heartsurgery.St. Paul'sis now home to the world's second
largestexperiencein theseprocedures.St. Paul'swas also the first in the
world to perlorm a percutaneous coronary sinus angioplasty. In each of
these procedures cardiology has come to replace open-heart surgery for
patients who are at too high of a risk. "I think all ol these things have
displaceda lot of surgery," saysWebb. "More and more, angioplasty is
going to replace surgery for more and more patients. So I think that
the tide is changing." In particular he points to percutaneous valve
replacement as a landmark for patients, especially for those whose health
posesa high risk lor surgery. "As to whether it will supplant surgery in
low-risk patients,I think that's yet to be seen,"he says.
Another change in practice for cardiologistshas been a direct
result of the ever-increasing improvements in cardiac surgery and
cardiology procedures. While congenital heart defects used to be a
problem primarily of children, as surgical and now cardiology treatments
have developed there are an increasing number of adults with congenital
heart disease.After the ShaughnessyHospitalclosedin 1991, the Pacific
Adult CongenitalHeart Disease(PACH)Clinic moved to St. Paul's."It's
one of a kind in this province," says Kerr. "It has pediatric cardiologists
and pediatric surgeons, and adult cardiologists and adult surgeon, and
nurse specialiststreating these very complex patients."
In addition to advances in cardiac surgery that have increased
the need for improved diagnosis,and new treatmentssuch as
angioplasty and ablation, cardiology has changed through the years
with the improvement in pharmacologicaltreatments."Developments
in medicationsmade a huge dilference,"saysKavanagh-Gray."Beta
blockers, calcium channel antagonists, vasodilators of all types.
Wonderlul treatments.So in the area of drugs alone there was a huge
developmentof therapeuticagentsthat you could use to help patients."
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Advances in imaging have also made a huge diflerence in the
work cardiologistsperform. "We always had a very close afflliation
with the X-Ray Department," says I(avanagh-Gray oI the early years of
cardiac imaging. "They would service the equipment lor us and often
send a radiologist if we wanted special views of the patient' So it was a
co-operative effort \.vith x-ray." Since those days, the variety of imaging
technology has increased greatly with the development of CAT scanning,
PET scanning and digital x-ray. Other techniques, such as vector
cardiography, came and went over the years.
Diagnosistechniques,including stresstesting,also improved over
the yearsthat cardiologyhas been a part o{ St. Paul'sHospital."stress
testing was in its infancy [when the cardiology department started],"
says Kavanagh-Gray. "People walked up and down a couple of steps and
then you did an electrocardiogram to see if they had any area o{ heart
muscle that might be in jeopardy. Now it's a very extensive procedure
and very much more accurate." stress testilg is now done using
radioactive isotopes that
h itay 1984,Dr. Dwight
"paint" areasol the heart
Peretzheadeda te\m ol
to help cardiologists see
sevencardiologistsand
cardiac xrfgeonswha went
which areas of the heart
to Cbinafor a merlica!
have adequateblood flow
conference.Picturedhere
and which do not. In 1985
ot the Great WaU,the
another cardiologist, Dr.
group inc[uded,from left,
Marla Kiess was recruited
Dr.Al 6erein, Pat Gerein,
9r. Jahn Gray,Dr. Rus5el{,
to help develop nuclear
Dr, Jahn Mu'1ch(from
cardiology in the Division
Victoria General Hospitat),
of Nuclear Medicines.
anrl his wife, 0r. Kavonagh"
Dr. Reudy,ond Ar. Peretz
Cardiology, like all ol medicine, has become increasingly
specialized,with doctors working on only one area or procedure "Quite
frankly no one cardiologist now is able to handle the whole works," says
Kavanagh-Gray. At the same time, cardiology is also highly integrated
into the team atmosphere of the whole hospital. "It's integrated certainly
with surgery and radiology and with nuclear isotopes.It has its fingers in
a lot of pies."
In just over forty years,cardiologyat st. Paul'shas grown
from a one-woman operation studying two casea week, to an active
and growing service that regularly performs five studies a day. "The
cardiologists,Kavanagh-Gray, Peretz, Boone and Dodek, they were
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just superb,they were secondto none," saysMeuser.The department
hasattracled(and continuesto attract)cardiologistswho were highly
trained and skilled.During theseyears,cardiologyhasmadegreat
boundsforward with the developmentof interventionalprocedures,
nuclearmedicineassessment
and other areas.In
electrophysiology,
addition,the advancesin cardiology,aswell asbeing spurredon by
advancesin cardiacsurgery allowed for improvementsin surgical
treatmentand have now cometo replacemany surgicalprocedures.
The Cardiologyand CardiacSurgeryDivisionsat St. Paul'shave grown
and meldedto becomethe leadinscentersfor cardiacservicesin British
Columbia.
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lntroduetion
Following the first open-heart surgeryat St. Paul'sthe demand
grew rapidly. While the first patients were mostly children with
congenitalheart defects,the successof surgerywith this group soon
led to surgical treatments of other, more complex heart problems. The
pioneering days did not end with the first few open-heartprocedures.
Surgeons,cardiologists,anesthetists,nursesand technicianswere kept
busy ironing out the kinks in their techniquesas well as developingnew
procedures.
"The early days of pioneering open heart surgerywas very
emotional for people, traumatizing," saysDr. Al Gerein,who was the
head o{ the division of Cardiovascularand ThoracicSurgerylrom i979
to 1991. "You were always under pressure.I think now it's much easier
than when we were pioneering. They know the anatomy better, they
know the exposuresbetter, they've got better means of hemostasis.It
makes it all look pretty easy,lessstressing."
In a matter of lessthan fifty years St. Paul'shas taken open-heart
surgery from a pioneering effort to an everyday affair, if not Ior the
patients,at least for the talented stalf at what has become one Western
Canada'sleading centresfor cardiaccare.
While some procedures,such as atrial-septaldefectclosures,have
lelt the realm of surgeryand passedinto cardiologytreatments,surgery
has also grown and the possibilitiesof surgicaltreatment have meant that
the demand for heart surgeryhas continued to increase.

The Development

of cardiac surgery

By the end of l96l St. Paul'shad performed l8 cardiacsurgeries
and was home to a small but busy cardiaccatheterizationservice.It was

clear that the hospital would soon need another cardiacsurgeon.Dr. Al
Gereinhad grown up in Vancouverand then completedmedical school
at UBC before going to Cleveland Ior training in cardiac surgery. As his
training neared completion he looked forward to returning to Vancouver.
"I wanted to come back to my hometown," saysGerein about his
decisionto return. "I was educatedin Canada,the government put a lot
of money in my education,a lot more than I paid in tuition. I felt I owed
something to the country; I owed something to the people."
0r. ,41Gereinjaine.l the
sktlf i)1 1563.llis expertise
in valve replaceltent sax
opetledup a n€w arca of
surgeryat 5t. paul't

In 1961 Gereinjoined
the staf{at St. Paul's.
Gerein remembersbeing
taken in immediately by
the lriendly and collegial
atmosphereat the hospital.
"They were very friendly,
and they were interested
in what we were doing,
becauseit was all new,"
saysGerein. "They'd come
around and come up to the
OR when we were putting
valvesin to seewhat we
were doing. It was very,
very good." Initially, Gerein
continued on the research
project rhat he had started
in Cleveland,investigating
valve replacement surgery.

l-leartValveSurgery
Like the valves in any pump, when the valves of the heart do not
operate properly, the heart cannot pump efficiently, and blood does not
circulate properly through the body. After repairing atrial septal defects,
valvulotomies and valvuloplasties-operations to repair faulty valveswere one ol the next major stepsin heart surgeries.Like the initial
atrial septal defect surgeries, the first valvulotomies were performed
"blind" using a variety of instruments.Eliott Culter and SamuelLevine
in Boston nerformed one of the first successfulvalvulotomies.After two
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years oI laboratory work, Cutler and Levine performed the surgery on a
12-year-oldgirl in 1923. While their first patient survived,most of their
subsequentpatientsdid not. They soon gave up the operation.
The sameyear Sir Henry Souttar made what was possiblythe
first successfulattempt to open the mitral valve by passing his finger into
the lelt atrium of the heart through a purse-stringsuture. His patient
also survived,but Souttar was not askedto attend to others with similar
problems.Reportedly,in 196I Dr. Dwight Harken, another cardiac
surgerypioneer,wrote to Souttar to discoverwhy he had not continued
with mitral valvuloplasties and received the following reply:
l)eorDt. l'l;trkt::t:
'l'hdtk 1ji)1/ zit:t;lt
sn
l;r 3itut tcrt' kini !etxr. I ulitlnol rc]'c'it Iitt
n|.et.iti|n rt;iLit. | (.'itl,l ftol qcl ntNtittr aiiJa.,4lthiwih t1i.r'liili(:|r
lhe llrxiiitltis dt(l.rrt'l lknt ii v,rtsr,.l/
ntidt <inuni :trrtfl.l r (1.rr\1.
ut)usftt!?tnd iit l'od ilit )ferction t+'astn.iustiiirbie. ln f.lil, it is 0l tl( ttst
lr be{irtiil iil itt :; tiine. . . .
\Vik wt| kitl"l rctnt ds.
Siti;trth,:,r,itrr.
lkitrtr Sltrtttff
After the late twenties,no further surgicalattemptswere made to
repair mitral stenosis until after World war II. In I947, Russel Brock in
London, England; CharlesBailey in Philadelphiaand Harken in Boston
each independently reported successfulmitral commissurotomies. These
surgeons were able to improve their techniques, but as with repairs of
holes in the heart, becausethese early valvuloplastiesand valvulotomies
were performed without being able to stop the heart and see into it, they
were still a highly risky surgeries.
Once open-heart surgery became possible,valve surgery
techniques improved rapidly and soon surgeons were able to perform
valve replacements.After years of experimentation,the Starr-Edwards
caged-ballvalve prosthesiswas introduced to the market for implantation
in I963. With his expertisein valve replacementsfrom his work in
Cleveland,it was only a matter of months belore Gerein performed the
first valve replacementsurgeryat St. Paul's.While it was not the first
valve replacementin B.C., it was the flrst successfulvalve replacement
surgery in the province.
On May 26, 1963, Gereinperformed the first mitral valve
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replacementsurgeryat St. Paul's.During the surgerya defectivemitral
valve was removed and replacedwith a Starr-Edwardsprosthesis.The
patient, a woman in her late fifties,had sufferedfrom rheumatic fever,
which had damagedher heart. The valve replacementallowed her heart
to once again lunction proPerlY
Thisx-ny showsa heart
'odll'
*itb two prasthetic
ruge vclve t"ePlaaetne|11s.
Dr.Cetei{1is the firit ta
ha\t€rcpart€d pet.lsrminga
t eplccete\t
tlauble-valve
in Ccncdacrd is alfi likely
the lirst to haveper!1tm€d
trip!e vclve"{epldcerrent
sLrrgeryin the rca1Uy

While valve
replacementcould help
patientswith defective
heart valves,there was
initially some question
over how to proceedwith
patientswho sulleredfrom
multiple delectivevalves.
Gerein Ielt that in patients
with more than one valve
problem the only solution
was to replaceall of the
faulty valvesat the same
time. "You've got to repair
all damagedvalvesat the
same time, becausethey
lthe patients] are no better
than their worst valve,"
saysGerein about the
decision to perform surgery
on multiple valves. In the
year following the first
performed
double valve replacement
the
first
valve replacement, Gerein
reportedin Canadianmedical literature (on February 26, 1964t and what
is likely the first triple valve replacement in the country (on April 22,
1964).
About his decisionto go aheadwith the triple-valvereplacement
Gerein says,"Starr,who made the Starr-Edwardsvalve, had put in a
triple valve, and I thought, if Starr can do it, I think I can do it." In fact,
it was only a year earlier,February 1963, that Starr had performed the
triple-valvereplacement.However,Ior Gerein,although the surgerywas
initially successful,the casewas also a learning opportunity about the
limits of surgicaltreatment. "We put the valvesin, that wasn't much ol
a problem, that was an easycase,"saysGerein.However, the patient's
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heart had become enlarged lrom years of trying to compensate for the
de{ective valves, and even with the valves replaced the muscle could no
longer function properly. "The myocardium was kaput. It was stretched.
And then it's got no zip lo it," says Gerein. The patient passedaway
shortly after being discharged from the hospital. The problems with her
heart muscle were only exacerbatedby other health problems including
advanced liver disease.Even successfulvalve reDlacementwas not
enoush to save her life.
A pr)sthe ti c Starr-€d\rards
ball'cage valve b€ing
surgicduyimplant€d in d
patient'sheart

While there were
some frustrating lessonsto
be learned, there were also
a great many triumphs.
Valve prosthesis technology
has continued to advance
rapidly and mechanical
valves such as the StarrEdwards have given way
to valves made of teflon
and other materials,
with has reduced problems associatedwith . In 1979 Dr. Eric Jamieson
started an extensive study of the long-term performance of cardiac valve
replacements. Jamieson's has examined both the casesat the Vancouver
General Hospital and at St. Paul's and his work has formed the basis lor a
widely recognized and well used databaseof valve replacements. "We've
got one fellow that they keep sending me follow-up on," says Gerein, as
an example. "We put a Starr-Edwards ball valve in I971, so that's thirtythree years survival. He's sixty-five now, and it's the original valve. He
needed no further surgery. Not bad, eh?" Indeed.

CoronaryArtery Disease
With the few rare exceptions of patients who reach adulthood
with untreated or not completely treated congenital defects,most heart
surgery in adults is a result of acquired heart disease,whether it be
through damage that happens as the result of another disease,such as
rheumatic lever, or the result of genetic susceptibility combined with
poor lilestyle choices such as the arterial damage causedby inactivity,
smoking and poor diet. "The need for cardiac surgery acceleratedas the
population grew older," says Gerein, "And what we could do got better
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a chronicheart disease
and better."By the late sixtiesarteriosclerosis,
where the artery walls becomethickenedand hardened,was one of the
major causesoI death in Canadaand hascontinuedto be so to this day.
treatmentsin their wake, cardiacsurgeonsbegan
With other successful
to addressthe seeminglyendlessnumber of patientswith coronaryartery
disease.
The immediateprecursorto coronarybypasssurgerywas the
Vinebergprocedure.Named{or its creator,Dr. Arthur Vineberg,of
Montreal, in this procedure,surgeonsdivided the internal mammary
artery and implantedone end into the cardiacmusclenext to the
ischemicregion (the areaof the heart that was being deprivedof blood).
Vineberghlpothesizedthat becausethe heart is a striatedmusclewith
the fibresintertwined, it would act like a sponge.When the internal
mammary artery was tunneledthrough the muscleto the locationof
the ischemiathe musclewould soakup enoughblood to control the
ischemia.New blood vesselswould sproutfrom the internal mammaryto
supplythe heart muscle.
.Aflow meter inventedby
Dr. Rice

According to
Gerein the procedure was
quite controversial, but
it was also very popular.
"Everyone said that putting
this graft in there is doing a
controlled infarction. Well,
maybe so... All we know
is the pain went away.
Some [patients] would be
better and some wouldn't
improve at all, and you didn't know how to select [the patients]." About
choosing to perform the operation Gerein says, "[Vineberg] did it and so
did we becauseyou got some relief of symptoms."
Despite what critics said, not only did the Vineberg procedure
relieve symptoms, studies eventually showed that the procedure did
what Vineberg predicted. In 1965, using coronary angiography, Dr.
Mason Sones of the Cleveland Clinic demonstrated collateral blood flow
from a Vineberg implant to the anterior descending coronary artery. A
Iew yearslater at St. Paul'sDr. Dick Hooper demonstratedon 100 studies
that there was communication between the imDlanted arterv and the
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coronaryartery.In other words, the Vinebergimplant allowedblood
to bypassrhe problem artery.This was quite signiflcant.Accordingto
Gerein,the fact that the Vinebergprocedurecould be shown to work
tipped surgeonsoff and they startedto perform bypasssurgery.Over
the years,sixty-four Vinebergprocedureswere performedat St. Paul's
Hosoital.
/avariety af cLampsus€din
cordiocsurg€ty

As Gereinhaswritten,
coronaryartery
bypasssurgerywas
the "next logical
advancein myocardial
revascularization."
Veins
or the intemal mammary
artery harvestedfrom
the patienthim or herself
ultimately proved to be the
bestconduitfor a bypass
graft. The internal mammaryartery is preferredbecauseit doesnot
undergohardeningof the arteriesand so the bypasslastslonger.Bypass
surgerytechniqueswere quickly improvedand the procedurebecame
very popular.In fact,the resultswere so good,and coronaryartery
diseaseso prevalent,that the demandfor bypasssurgerybeganto place
a huge strain on the hospital'sresources.ln 1971,St. Paul'sperformed
a total of I I5 open-heartsurgeries-nine congenitaldefects,forty-one
valve surgeriesand sixty-five coronaryartery bypasssurgeries.Waiting
lists for heart surgerybeganto grow to dangerouslevelsand the media
turned up the pressureby featuringstoriesof peopleon wait listsior
months.
Keeping pace: the Developrnent of Pacernakers
Another areaof cardiacsurgerythat grew during this time and
allecredthe waiting listsfor both cardiologyand cardiacsurgerywas
the developmentof pacemakers.The first pacemakerwas an external
devicedevelopedin I950 by Dr. John Hopps,working with the National
ResearchCouncil.Dr. PaulZoll is alsooften cited as the inventor of the
first pacemaker,althoughhe built his extemal devicein 1952.In May of
1958,Wilsoncreatbachbuilt the firstimplantablepacemaker.
Initially the pacemakergavea constantpace,but doctorssoon
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discovered that the constant jolt oI the pacemaker set some people
ofl into fibrillation. Soon pacemakerswere developed to only cut in
and pace the heart iI the cardiac rhythm exceeded or was less than a
certain range. Another major development was to decreasethe size
of pacemakers."The initial oneswe put in were 80 or 90 grams," says
Gerein, "That was a problem becausethe weight tended to erode the
skin. But it didn't take long to get them donn to about the size of two
loonies put together." At St. Paul's Hospital implanting pacemakerswas
a large part of the cardiac unit's work. Since the first pace makers were
developed, defibrillators have also been developed and increasingly
imolanted in Datients.
One of the largest
The arteriol blood fllw
met€r inventedby Dr.
growth areas for the
HowardRice. Thismeter
use of pace makers and
alLowedsurgeonsto
defibrillators has been
monitar the rote at whiah
as primary prevention
btoodflowed through the
devices. Instead of waiting
heart"lung machinewhile
patients were in surgery.
until people have had
Accordingto Dr. 6erein,
a heart attack, pace
inventianssuchas this were
makers are now often
one of the reasonsthot St.
used in patients who are
Paul'shad a high success
considered to be at high
rcte with early apen"heart
surgery risk of heart attack. "If they have enough impairment of the heart muscle
they are at high risk of having potentially fatal arrhythmia," says Dr.
Charles I(err, head oI the department of cardiology {rom 1995 Io 2003.
"Studies have been done that show that you should be putting these
devicesin people on a preventive basis." Becauseol this research, the use
of pace makers is sure to grow as the population ages.

llltaiting Lists
"Cardiacsurgerywas not a hard sell," saysGerein about the
popularity oI the procedures.Between 1969 and 1971 the number
oI open-heart procedures performed at St. Paul's more than doubled.
Despite this, the waiting list lor heart surgery was growing and becoming
both a political and public health liability. Gerein noted in a 1970 letter
to Dr. Hugh McDonald that two patients had died while \ryaitingfor
heart surgery and with heart surgery limited to two casesper week, new
patients were being scheduled for surgery four and flve months down
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the road.
According to Dr. Kavanagh-Gray, the waiting lists were bad for
patients in several ways. Not only did they face rhe danger of having a
heart attack while waiting for surgery but those who had to wait for
surgery were often less likely to return to normal activity afterward. "The
waiting lists were very long and very bad for the public becauseif you
had to wait Ior six months and were not able to work, you didn't really
much want to go back to work. But if you could get operated within
says
the first month, you'd go back to work after your convalescence,"
I(avanagh-Gray.
ln April 1985,5t.Paul's
hostedsev€ral sgtlior
physiciansfrotn r'lebei
provin.e in Chin7aspart
of an angoingexthangeof
inlormation between China
Ind the West.ftafit Ieft
Dr. Gerein, three visiting
doctors, Dr. 6ray, Dr. Pare
and Dr. Peretz tour the
hospital

The waiting lists also
put a great deal of strain on
the cardiologists, surgeons
and administration.
"The surgeonsfound it
very hard, people were
phoning constantly," says
Kavanagh-Gray. "I found
it terrible. I couldn't sleep
many nights worrying
about Mr. So and So, Mrs.
So and So. Administration
was caught in a real bind.
They could see that they
could fill their whole
hospital with cardiac
patients. They were getting a lot of opposition from other serviceswho
felt they were being engulfed,and they were."
As Dr. Gourlay wrote in a memo in February of 1970 regarding
the issue of adding another operating day for open-heart surgery, "This is
a serious problem, for there is still a large load o{ general surgery which
must be met, Ior it is equally important. Many patients requiring general
surgery are as urgent as open heart cases."
The waiting list put a strain on the whole hospital, not only
in terms of trying to get space,but also in terms of interdepartmental
and interdivisional relationships. According to Gerein, the expansion
oI cardiac surgery through this time tesled some of the relationships in
what was by all accounts a very lriendly hospiral. "The cardiac surgeons
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wanted beds.The cardiologistswanted beds.The surgeonswanted
more operating [staff]. Well, now you're in conflict with the general
surgeons,so then there are interdivisionalbad feelings,"saysGerein.The
waiting list was also very hard on nurses and technicians who often felt
pressuredto work harder and fasterand cut cornersin an attempt to fit
more surgeriesinto each day.
Laffy Cubbage,an engineer
(lt 5t. Prul3, receiv€da
h e a r tt r c n s p l at a t t l l e
hospitalin 1985

In 1971 the 3'dprovincial
Heart SurgeryReview
Committee (HSRC)was
assembledto deal with
the issueol waiting
lists.Gerein servedas
a committee member
on the J"' as well as the
4"r and 5rhHSRCs."The
demand becameso great
that we were always
short of resources,"
saysGerein, "and that's
why the committee was
formed." After long
deliberations, the l'd
committee recommended
that the St. Paul'schapel
be convertedinto a new
fi Iteen-bed cardiac surgical
and nursing unit. This plan
was later revised to include
a pulmonary unit on the third floor. In September I97l the cardiac
unit was official opened, which, for a time, addressedthe problem of
the lengthy waiting list. However, it wasn't long before the waiting list
returned as the demand for heart surgerycontinued to increase.

Cardiac$urgery f xpands
Following the opening of the new cardiac unit, St. Paul's
increased the number of open-heart surgeriesto five each week.
This growth demanded greater efficiency in the use of both time and
resources.St. Paul'sfinally retired Dr. Rice'sheart-lung machine and
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purchasedstandardequipment. The Rice machine was over twelve years
old when it was taken out of service. It was a rugged machine and had
servedthe hospital well, but as Rice wrote at the time, "Even a Rolls
Roycedoesnot work forever."

An unideatilied nurse in the
cafdi1cccre unit {c. l9B7)

Although it had been used for over a thousand surgeriesand
had never causedinfection or acidosis,the Rice machine had several
drawbacks.For one, becauseit was not a standarddesign,all of the parts
had to be made by rhe St. Paul's Biomedical Department. This included
all the tubing and seals.Also, unlike the later designs,which relied
heavily on disposableparts
that were thrown away
after each use, the stainless
steelRice heart-lung
machine had to be taken
apart and put through the
autoclavethen reassembled
following each use.
Rice himself
was very critical of
the tendency towards
disposableitems. "As in
'use plastic'and 'disposeol it' took over
oI
modern life, the concept
and replaced most stainlesssteel pump oxygenators," he wrote. "This
is a wastelul system,but no doubt it will not end unlessplasticgetstoo
scarceand expensive." While it was lesswasteful, taking apart, cleaning
and reassemblingthe Rice pump oxygenatorwas a time-consumingand
labour-intensive process.As Dr. Heyworth, then head of the Biomedical
Department, wrote in 1972, "I\ all casesa pump run and the subsequent
clean-up and reassembly are an exhausting day's work for the men
involved." It was the time of these techniciansthat St. Paul'scould no
longer afford to waste.
Another drawbackwas that the early heart-lung machines
required a blood prime before they could be used.Essentially,the Rice
machine had to be filled up with seven units of blood before it could
be connectedto the patient. This meant a huge amount of precious
blood was used belore the surgery even began.It also meant that the
patient received a large amount of foreign blood during the course of the
surgery which increasedthe risk oI transfusionreactionsand inlection.
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with the invention of the no-blood-prime heart-lung machine, the Rice
machine and others like it quickly became obsolete. After the Ladies
Auxiliary donated money to purchase a modern heart-lung machine, the
Rice machine was relegated to the archives, where it remains.
Despite the increase in resourcesand equipment, the hospital was
barely able to keep up with the demand for heart surgery-according
to Gerein, by 1974 there were eighty patients on the waiting list.
Recordsalso show a continual struggle between the surgeons and
the administration over the allowable number of cardiac surgeries
performed at the hospital.Surgeonslrequently exceededthe number
the administrationallowed or booked the absolutemaximum and then
forced in emergency surgeriesbeyond that.
An unidentified nursein the
csrdior care ufiit

As cardiac surgery
increasedin frequency
at St. Paul'sthe number
of stafl also increased.
while the original cardiac
surgicalteam of Gourlay,
Coursley and Musgrove all
moved on to other types
of surgery, new cardiac
surgeonsjoined St. Paul's.
Gereinhad joined the
staff in 1961,and the next to come were Dr. Robert (Bob) Miyagashima,
in i969, and Dr. Andy Tutassaurain 1975. Other staff alsojoined the
cardiac team including new perfusionists, technicians and nurses. In
1968 Dr. Lewchuck beganto take over for Dr. Rice in supervisingthe
heart-lung machine. In 1981 Dr. Hilton Ling joined the staff and, as
Gerein has stated,"set an unprecedentedstandardlor high volume of
open heart surgery among his colleaguesin the province." Since then
St. Paul'shas attractedseveralmore cardiacsurgeonsincluding Dr. Sam
Lichtenstein, who is now the head of the division of Cardiovascular
Surgeryfor St. Paul'sand UBC; Dr. JamesAbel and Dr. Anson Cheung
While the number of heart surgeries increased, the length of the
hospital stay for cardiacsurgerypatientsdecreasedsteadily.In l97l the
averagelength of stay for a cardiacsurgerypatient was twenty-six to
thirty days.In only two yearsthis was decreasedto between sixteen and
twenty days. More recently this had been decreasedeven further, down
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Dr. Hi(tan Ling{front,
seated)danotedSiA,AA0
to he{ppurchasea much
neededlvlarquettemonitor
systemusedin open-hetrt

surgery
for st. Pau{'s

cordiacunit. Here his
collelguescelebrate his
generosity

to lessthan a week. With
the useof lessinvasive
treatments,such as
angioplasty,many patients
no longerneedopen-heart
surgeryand can often
return home after aslittle
as twenty-four hours.
In 1979
Cardiovascular
and
ThoracicSurgerywas
granteddivisionalstatusat St. Paul's.Thisbrought the hospital's
structureinto line with UBC, which had declareddivisionalstatusIor
Cardiovascular
and ThoracicSurgerywithin the Departmentof Surgery.
Gereinwas appointedhead of the new division and he maintainedthe
post until his retirementin 1991,at which time Dr. Lichtensteinbecame
head of the division.The strongerconnectionwith UBC alsomeant a
greaterteachingrole for St. Paul's,which has sincebecomethe rraining
ground for many cardiacsurgeons,and St. Paul'sis now the designated
provincial Heart Centre.
By the early 1980s,the cardiacsurgicalward had grorvn to thirtybeds,Iour oI which were equippedwith cardiacmonitors.The number of
open-heartsurgeriescontinuedto expand,asdid the demand.Sincethat
time ever-improvingtechniquesand new surgerieshave beenintroduced
The division has continuedto grow and
to St. Paul'swith greatsuccess.
many
talented
surgeons.While it is the pioneersof
attract and train
cardiacsurgerythat we celebrate,perhapstheir most important work
at St. Paul'shasbeen their lastinglegacyof such a high-quality surgical
division
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Chapter 4: Respirology at St. Paul's Hospital

lVhark theuseof breathing?Tkat it is ltlt d trifling useis clearfrotn our inabiliw
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l;realrcfor rellulationof lcar. This,rhen,is theprinciplettseofbreathing,
pnauna.
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second
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lntroduction
Much hasbeen learnedabout the function of the lungs sincethe
daysthat calen took his lastbreath.We know now lor example,that
the heart and lungs work togetherto oxygenateand circulatethe blood
through the body.The heart and the lungs cannotbe separated;likewise
neither can the history oI cardiovascularand pulmonary careand
researchat St. Paul'shospital.
Rather than simply evolving along a straight path, the history
of chestmedicinehasbeen one that hashad severaldistinctphases.
Respirologyfirst becamesepatated{rom generalmedicinewith the
treatmentof tuberculosis.In 1903,William Oslerwrote, "pneumonia
is the captainof the men oI death and tuberculosisis the handmaid."
This sentimentreflectedthe fact that at the time tuberculosiswas a
virtual deathsentencefor most of the peoplewho contractedit. The first
tuberculosissanatoriumwas built in the U.S.in 1885,and through the
end of the l9e and the beginningof the 20'hcentury isolationand fresh
air were the acceptedstandardol treatmentfor the disease.In 19,14
SelmanWaksmanisolatedstreptomycinfrom a fungus,allowing doctors
to treat TB with antibioticsfor the first time. while tuberculosishasnot
been eradicated,it is now a treatabledisease.Antibiotic treatnent also
meansthat most patientswho contractTB do not becomeas sick.As
sanatoriacloseddown, chestdoctorsbeganto apply their knowledgeto
suchasasthma,
including obstructivelung diseases
other lung diseases,
aswell asa host of occupational
chronicbronchitisand bronchiectasis
lung diseases.

Re$piratorylVledicineat St. Paul's
The first record of a chest physician at St. Paul's was Dr. C.H.
Vrooman, who practicedat the hospital from the I920s to the I940s and
was considered by many to be lhe province's foremost consultant in the
field oI tuberculosisand silicosis.
However, our story begins, as much of this history has, with the
work of Dr. Harold Rice and the creation of the pulmonary function
laboratory. Rice and Dr. Bill Young developed the pulmonary function
lab basedon the model developedby Dr. David Bates,who had trained
Young at the Royal Victoria Hospitalin Montreal. Bateshad set up
a seriesof lung lunction labs in the VeteransHospitalsthroughout
Canada."lBates] set up these labs so that they were uniform. A lot
of the pulmonary function study labs in Canadawere basedon this
model," saysDr. Richard Donevan, who later becameone of St. Paul's
respirologists."OI course,when Bill Young moved out to St. Paul'sit
was natural that he would want to essentially have the same sort of
laboratory,"saysBates,who later becamedean of medicine at UBC. The
lab at St. Paul'shad equipment to provide measurementsof lung volume,
flow rates, mixing efficiency and a steady-stateend-tidal diffusing
capacity.
Youngjoined the staif at St. Paul'sin 1963. He provided a {ull
pulmonary consultationserviceand was able to secureseveralresearch
grants lrom the Department of Delense. However, after almost a decade
at St. Paul's,Young left in l97I to move to New Zealand.It was almost
two yearsbefore the hospital was able to find a replacement.
Dr. GraemeCoplandwas one of the first respirologistsSt. Paul's
interviewed. "I came out and had a look at it, and it seemedto me to be a
tremendous place to be. It was an exceedingly good hospital at that time.
And there were many physicians who were just superb."
However, the job seemed too big for one lung physician to
'I
handle. "I said to the head of medicine, don't think this is a job for one
person,it needsat leasttwo people."' Copland turned down the position,
but recommendedthat St. Paul'solfer it to Dr. Richard (Dick) Donevan, a
respiratorydoctor at the Royal victoria Hospitalin Montreal.
"Their problem was with money," saysDonevan. "They didn't
think they had enough money to support Itwo physicians]."Donevan
tried to convince the hospital administration that the income from
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increased lung function studies would support a second respiratory
physician. "I kept saying, 'Well I think we can do more lunction studies,
the function studieswill pay for some oI our income.'And I tried to seea
source of income for us, becausethat was their worry, that there wasn't
enough work for two of us." Donevan also ended up turning the job
down becauseit would be so difficult for one person to handle alone.
According to Copland, the administration's lear about lack oJ work never
oroved to be correct.
DL Crxeme Copla,td

Eventually, St.
Paul'swas able to secure
a grant from the B.C.
Lung Association, which
allowed the hospital to
offerjobs to Donevan
and Copland to come
out as a team. Copland
accepted the position
almost immediately,but
Donevan had some second
thoughts. "Unbeknownst
to me Graeme accepted,
but I wasn't sure," says
Donevan. "After I had
turned it down the first
time, I had decided
that we would stay in
Montreal, becausewe
loved Montreal. Then I got
this [second]call, and I
couldn't decidewhether to
had.
I
had
to contact Dr. Hurlburt,
go or not. It was the worst time I ever
who was the physician in chief here and I'd lilt up the phone and then
I'd put it down. I had theselists of pros and cons,and that never works.
I tried flipping coins, but I wouldn't agree with it. So I decided that
if I couldn't agreeI shouldn't go. I phoned Graeme,to tell him that I
wasn't going. And Graeme started talking very rapidly, telling me all the
wonderlul things about St. Paul's."
Copland convinced Donevan to think about his decision for a bit
Ionger. As fate would have it, one of Donevan's friends, a cardiologist
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who had moved to Yakima,Washington,phoned that evening and was
able to convince Donevan to move out west.
"I phoned Graeme
the next morning and I
think it was then that he
said,'you know Dick, I'd
already decided."'

Ar. Riah/Jr(l
Donev$1.Dt.
{apk)1{}an{tDatnvcn tat}}e
tc 5t. PsL'l\ t'gether iu
1972.'fheiraLrivalmarked
the cpeningal a nev/era in
respirctarynrc in 8.{

As Dr. Dwjght
Peretzsaid in a speechto
the B.C. Lung Association,
"The arrival of Dr. Graeme
Coplandand Dr. Dick
Donevan Iopened] an
era of unprecedented
Irespiratory]researchand
treatment in 8.C." Copland
and Donevan arrived at
St. Paul'sin July of 1972.
Becauseof the lapsein
the leadershipof the
respiratorydivision caused
by the long delay in hiring
the new respirologists,
morale was low in the
division and lhe servicewas being misused,Copland and Donevan wrote
in their first year report to the B.C. Lung Association.When they first
startedthere was very little teaching of interns. residentsor nurses,
and all of Young'sresearchprojectshad been terminated. "Our early
roleshave therefore been to improve patient care," they wrote, "while
planning facilitiesfor respiratoryresearchwhich will becomeoperational
this summer." To improve the teachingcapabilities,both Donevan and
Copland were cross-appointedas Clinical Professorsat the University of
British Columbia in addirion to their roles at the hospital.
The unit was also appointed a RespiratoryNurse, Miss Joanne
Perry.Miss Perry was one in a long line o{ excellentnurses.Coplandis
quick to emphasizethe important role nursesplayed in building such a
successlulpracticefocusedon patient care. "It's very importanl to have
good nurses,"he says,"And we had some wonderful nurses."
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The Practiceand the PulmonaryFunctionLab
One ol the reasonsboth Copland and Donevan believed the
job was more suitable for two than one was the large amount oI work
it involved. In addition to respiratorypatients,the respirologistswere
responsible for ventilator management in the Intensive Care Unit. This
practicecontinued until a full-time Intensivist,Dr. JamesRussell,was
appointedin the mid-1980s.with only the two of them in the unit, it
meant they were each frequently on call. "In the beginning, we were on
call every other weekend, every other night, becausethere was nobody
else to handle the respirators. And if a patient comes into the emergency
room with a respiratory problem, we'd be called in. So we worked hard
in those days," saysDonevan.
Dr. Cop[andworkswith an
osthmapatient. Asthfita
andother absttuttive
aitway diseasesrepresented
a lzrge segftrcntof the
.asesthat the respirctary
unit treated

Copland and
Donevan not only came
to the hospital together
they practiced together.
The two did their rounds
together and were often
seen around the hospital
together, garnering them
the nicknamesDrs. D and
C, and the BobbseyTwins.
"I rhink rhere
was a big advantage that
we practiced together,"
saysDonevan. "It wasn't
e{ficient, in that we
always made rounds together. We could have made them much quicker
separately,but it was great for the patient, becausethen we both knew
the patient. When you're calledat night, and you know who it is, and
they know you, that gives [the patient] a little confidence."They also
made a practice o{ sharing patients and alternating consultations so that
the relerring physicians would regard them as a team.
In addition to their daily rounds together, Donevan and
Coplandregularly made combined rounds with surgeons,nursesand
physiotherapists. This led to close and open relationships between the
departments. But more importantly, it improved patient care and morale
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by ensuring that everyone was up to date on the patient's progress.
According to Donevan, while the two doctors didn't do a large
practice, it was a wonderful work experience. "We had our offices in
the hospital and we felt we had to contribute to the hospital a certain
amount. Becausewe were there and we did a lot of in-hospital work
we only did three half-days a week of practice and the rest of the
time we were making rounds or teaching or whatever. It was very,
very enjoyable, we got along really well together. It was a very happy
Dractice."
DL Danevan(left) and Dr.
LindsayLawsantright)
rcnsuLttvith a pstient

Donevan and
Coplandalso spent a great
deal of time on teaching.
"With our offlces right in
the hospital, if we saw an
interesting patient we'd
call a resident and they'd
come and seehim or her
with us," saysDonevan
who explains that teaching
was a holistic part of the
work that they did. A number of the respirologistsaround the city and
the province have corne through the respiratory program at St. Paul's
as residents and fellows, including Dr. Lindsay Lawson and Dr. Pierce
wilcox, who are still working at St. Paul's.
Lawson, who was a pulmonary fellow with Copland and
Donevan fuom 1979 to 1982 and is now a clinical professor in respirology
at UBC, says that academically, the experience of learning from Donevan
and Copland was fantastic. "You learned a lot about taking care of
patientsin the true senseof the word'care,'" saysLawson. "You learned
also that you could have fun while you're doing it, which is important.
But most of all what I learned lrom them was the role of a compassionate
caring physician. And that's the most important thing we do.'
The respiratory unit, like the cardiology unit, has also done a
lot of teachingand consulting outside of the hospital.St. Paul'ssent
respirologists to Fort St. John, Powell River, "All over the place," says
Copland, adding that St. Paul's continues to send respirologists to Powell
River, Squamish, Sechelt and Lilloet.
In the early days the lab had a variety of machines that each
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studied one aspect of lung function. Since then, newer equipment has
been developedthat combinesmultiple studiesinto one machine. The
result is a shorter visit for the patient. "You can get a full set of lung
function tests done in two or three minutes, becauseyou don't go
through all these different procedures," says Copland. Although the lab
was improved and new equipment brought in over time, when Donevan
and Copland first arrived the pulmonary function lab had several
function machines and was poorly laid out.
Shortly after they arrived as St. Paul's Copland and Donevan were
asked to help with the planning of the new respiratory unit. According
to a memo from Copland written in I971, while St. Paul'shad excellent
routine function assessment,it could not provide the more complex
respiratory function tests that would be expected at most teaching
hospitals. When the new cardiac and respiratory units opened in
September1973, dnenew unit featureda variety of new equipment that
allowed for more sophisticated lung function measurements both at rest
and during exercise."Graeme [Copland] and Dick lDonevan] made a big
impression on people becausethey brought a modern concept f medicile
and respiratorycare," saysBates,"and all this was completelyunknown
before that and people noticed these two physicians were revolutionizing
pulmonary care and doing lung function tests which were unknown
more or less,at that time."
Once the new pulmonary ward was opened in the renovated
chapel, the respirologists started to do rounds with the surgeons. "We set
it up with the surgeons so that we had both medical and surgical patients
in the ward," says Donevan. "They would make rounds, we would make
rounds, and once a week we'd make rounds together. That was the first
time that happened where they combined medical and surgical wards in
one."
Both Donevan and Copland concedethat combined rounds may
have been a less efficient use oI time, but it also greatly improved patient
care and is a practice that continues to the present. "We were tightly
related to the surgeonsand the x-ray people and the microbiologypeople
and that made it just wonderful. Just tremendous,"saysCopland.
In talking to their colleaguesit quickly becomes clear that
Coplandand Donevan were and are known Ior their great senseso{
humour and their camaraderie.The Dair were also known for their
nracticaliokes.
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"Graemeis a greatpracticaljoker,"saysDonevan."I had to
Everytime we'd go awayIor our
respondin kind just for selfdefense.
holidays,there'dbe somethingwhen we camebackasa joke." Oneof
him
the mostmemorablefor Coplandwasthe time Donevantransferred
Hosoital.
to the VancouverGeneral
A patient in the pulmcn]ry
rehabili latian prjqraftl
workifig on the stationary
bicycle

"I got this
registered letter on
the head of medicine's
stationarytelling me that
I'd been transferredto
the VancouverGeneral
effectiveimmediately and
would I pleasenot call,"
Copland says."I was so
mad."
Donevan had
written in the letter that
Coplandshould not
mention the upcoming
transferto anyone because
an official announcement
had not yet been made.
However, the letter also
instructedhim to leave
his keys when he left the
nfffrp

th:

t rl: r,

"Graeme got this registered letter and I walked by and glanced in.
And he says,'Come here Dick, come here. Readthis.'I read it and said,
'Graemeit saysdown here you shouldn't be telling anybody.'He said,'I
don't care. I'm going to go right down now and speak to Bill Hurlburt.'
He racedout, he was furious." Fortunately Dr. Hurlburt was out of the
office at the time and Copland came back to the respirology unit still
quite shaken up. "Then I started to laugh and he knew," says Donevan.
"But we did occasionalseriousmedicine as well."
"We had a lot oI lun practicingmedicine," saysCopland. "It was
a very pleasant place lo practice. It was very high quality of medicine
and it was a place that we thoroughly enjoyed. We enjoyed each other a
sreat deal too."
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Over the yearsthe respiratoryunit grew in numbers and by
1986 it had expandedto six physicians,three associatephysicians,
three clinical respiratoryfunction technicians,four secretariesand
twenty-three associatedrespiratorytechnologists.Additions to th€ staff
included Dr PeterPar6in I977, who went on to be the St. Paul'sand
Drs. Bob Schellenberg,who
UBC RespiratoryDivision head 11982-921,
brought with him an interest in allergy and immunology both in clinical
practice and in research,
Ar. Dan€vlnand Dr. Q.ichard
Dick Pardy,Tony Bai,
ParCy,r1nitor Gpctient ta
BarbaraNakielna,Marylyn
seehcw exerdse affetts
Brumwell (a dedicated
ller breathitlg
thoracicsurgeon),Bob
Levy, who now headsthe
division,and Wilcox and
Lawson. In 1987 Donevan
resigned from St. Paul's to
take a position as head oI
the respiratory division at
the I(ing Fahad Hospital
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Dr. Richard Pardy, who
Coplanddescribesas a
dynamic young physician
and researcherreplacedPardas division head in 1992;Pardy remained
with the unit until 2001 when he returned to his native New Zealand.
The addition ol the Pulmonary ResearchLaboratory in I977
brought Dr. JamesHogg, a lung pathologist,Dr. PeterPar6and Lisa Baile,
a respiratoryresearcherto St. Paul'sand starteda new era of research
and a further expansionof St. Paul'scapabilities.

Changesin ?echniquesa$dTechnoIogy
The face of respiratorymedicine has changedsince St. Paul'sfirst
developedits respiratoryservicein the early 1960s."Pulmonary medicine
at that time was a relativelynew profession,"saysDonevan. "It has
changedconsiderablysincethen, in its emphasisin researchfor example.
Before that pulmonary medicine was really in the hands of TB specialists.
It was changingwhen we went in."
Accordingto Copland,in the 1960s,at the Toronto Hospital,
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which was rhe TB hospital,thoracicsurgeonswere performing between
four- and six-thousandsurgeriesper year on TB patients."Then, along
came the new drugs and over about a three-yearperiod it went from
five-thousanda year down to three-thousand."
"We jut got in on the ground floor, to some extent," says
Donevan. "There were non-TB chestphysiciansbelore us, but we were
in the early stagesof chestmedicine."
TB physicianswere not neededas much any more and chest
medicine began to developinto areasthat had previously been handled
by generalpractitioners."we were looking at all different kinds of
disease,"saysCopland."We did do a bit of tuberculosis,but not too much
and it was getting to be more straight-forward.We did an awlul lot of
asthma.we did a lot of chronic bronchitis,emphysema,many dilferent
kinds oI lung lnfection. we got quite involved in occupationallung
diseaseas well."
The respiratoryunit also saw a lot of casesol connectivetissue
disease,chronic bronchitis,obstructiveairway diseaseand massesin
the lung. "We got a variety of cases,far more than we would have at a
local generalhospitalbecauseSt. Paul'sbecamea referralhospital for
respiratorymedicine. So you saw a lot oI unusual cases,"saysDonevan.
"There weren't that many respiratory physicians through the province at
that time, so when there was a complicatedcasethey would reler either
to us or to VGH. And by going out to some of these areaswe became
pretty well known through the province."
Becausetheir relerral basewas so wide, respirologistsat St. Paul's
For example,
had the opportunity to seemany rare respiratorydiseases.
Copland sharesa story about seeingmany instancesof a certain rare
disease."There'sa diseasecalledWegener'sdiseaseof the lung, which is
a rare thing, and people will seeone or two in a lile time. But I'll always
remember one day in Powell River I saw four people who had Wegener's
diseasein the same day and I thought this was just astounding."
For Donevan, this aspectof seeingso many different types of
illnessmade the practiceat St. Paul'smore interesting."As Graemesaid,
you might seeone or two in your careet but at St. Paul'swe had a lot of
patientswith Wegener'sover the years,mainly becausewe had such a
large referral base.That made it far more interesting."
In the early 1970s,endoscopywas a new and developing
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technique. Prior to that only the rigid bronchoscope had been available
for respirologiststo see inside the lungs. Both the rigid bronchoscope
and the flexible endoscopewere passedinto the lungs and allowed
respirologiststo see the lungs from the inside. "With the rigid
bronchoscopeyou really couldn't get beyond the bifurcations(division of
the tracheainto main bronchi) of the lung," saysDonevan, "But with the
flexible endoscopeyou could get way out in the lung. When we came to
St. Paul'sGraemewanted to do flexible endoscopy,so he taught me how
to do it. we did a lot of endoscooies."
A pati€nt in the pulmonary
{efu1bilit1tianNoganl
Ltsingd fi&chifte t0 exercise
the upper borly

Like the heart, the
lungs are hidden within
the rib cage, which means
that the ability to diagnose
diseasehad always been
hindered by the ability to
seethe organ. Changesto
imaging t€chniques have
had a huge impact on the
practiceof chestmedicine.
"When CT scanningcame
along that totally changed
the practiceof medicine,"
says Copland. "With the
up-to-date CTsyou can see
anything in the lung about
a millimeter or a half a
millimeter in size.And that
was just impossiblewith
a chestx-ray. I couldn't
recallhow we'd been able
to practice respiratory
medicine before there was CT scanning.It was a pivotal source."
Improved imaging techniques have meant that respirologists can
see,diagnoseand treat lung diseasemuch earlier in its progressionthan
they could in the past.Biopsy techniqueshave also improved. It is now
possibleto perform a biopsyol a nodule or massin the lung without
surgery."With a nodule in the lung, if it's accessibleto the endoscope
you can biopsy iI through the endoscope,"explainsDonevan. "When we
startedpracticing,that wasn't available,you had to [perform surgery].
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You can also do transthoracic-biopsies,where you put a needle through
the chest into the lung. That wasn't done very much when we started,
either."
Another significant change to respirology has come about because
ol the improvementsin much more mundane technologies.When the
new pulmonary ward opened in the renovatedchapel in I971, the lung
Iunction lab featured a brand new desktop computer that was used
for the calculationsof the test results."The computer had a total of 64
I(," saysCopland,laughing. Bu1 at the time it representeda major step
forward. Until that point all the calculations had been done by hand or
using a programmable calculator. "The respiratory technicians would do
lthe calculations] by hand and we'd get the results and interpret them,"
says Donevan. The computer automated that work and allowed the
technicians to calculate the results more quickly.
"When I first joined Dick and Graeme, we had one telephone
line," says Lawson. "We had an electric typewriter, we all had our
Dictaphones and the transcriptionist. We had one pager and who ever
was on call carried the pager. And that was it. Now we have flfteen
dilferent computers, we all carry pagers, we have two {ax machines,
a photocopier, a laser printer. We all telephone in our letters, which
come back to us by e-mail. The change in technology is just kind of
overwhelming."
Like advances in diagnosis, treatment of lung diseasehas changed
considerably in the years since St. Paul's first opened its pulmonary
unit. "Treatment of asthma has been made easierby the way of inhaled
bronchodilators and inhaled steroids and a different way of looking
at asthma," says Donevan. "Now they recognize asthma as primarily
an inflammatory diseasethat you can treat with anti-inflammatories.
You treat the inflammation and then you treat the flare-ups, or the
bronchospasm, in addition to treating the inflammation. It's combative
treatm€nt right now," says Donevan.
Changesin treatment of lung diseasehave also affected the
severityof the lung diseasethat respirologistssee."When Dick and I
startedat St. Paul'swe'd seepeoplewith severeasthma any day of the
week," saysCopland, "and some would die. But that's gotten lessand less
and lessand less,becauseof the improved treatment."
Some other areasof treatment have been eliminated by
preventative and combative medicine. For example, bronchiectasis,
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a chronic inflammatory condition where the walls of the bronchioles
become dilated and lose their elasticity, is very rarely seen any more.
"We used to whittle out pieces of the lung all the time and now we
hardly ever do that," says Donevan, "becausethe patients are treated
with antibiotics very quickly and get better. We used to do a study to
investigate bronchiectasis,which was called a bronchiogram. You'd put a
liquid dye down into the lung to outline these areas of bronchiectasis.It
was a very difficult procedureior the doctor and the patient becausethey
had to inhale this stuff."
"Now they do a CT," saysCopland."You can seemuch more
detail and you don't need to do a bronchiogram,which is nasty."
Another major change has been a shift in society's attitude
toward many of the causesof lung disease."Fewer people are smoking.
Hallelujah,"saysLawson. "That'sactually a huge changein society.The
recognition that this is a health hazard to everybody and the restrictions
we've put on it, that's very gratiiying. We have a ways to go, but that's
an area that's really changed." Lawson also highlights the change in
attitude towards occupational lung diseaseand the importance of
protecting workers from health hazards. "I haven't made a new diagnosis
of silicosisin flfteen years,"saysLawson. "On the other hand, there are
other problems out there in the environment that we've discovered, but I
think there's been an improvement there."

AtDS/HtV
While new treatments Ior older diseaseshave changed the face
of respiratory medicine, so has the development of new diseasessuch
as AIDS and SARS.St. Paul'swas the first hospital in B.C. to treat AIDS
patients,and in the early I980s AIDS startedto becomea major part of
respiratory care. AIDS patients lrequenrly had respiratory complications
and as with any new disease,the initial learning curve was steep. At the
time, it was not only groundbreaking work, making it challenging, but it
was also at times heart-breaking, frightening and took a political edge.
"The attitude of some hospitalswas to try and deny that HIV
AIDS was a real problem," saysBates."But St. Paul'swas willing to pick
it up to its credit and to develop the resourcesnecessaryfor care. AId I
believe they've done a very distinguishedjob. There'sa lot oI pulmonary
problemsthere becauseof the resistantpneumoniasand the immune
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deficientpneumoniasand so on, so it quickly becamequite an important
part o{ the pulmonarygroup'swork."
"It got biggerand biggerand biggerand bigger.And all of us were
involved,"saysCopland."But asit becamebiggerILindsayLawson]came
to do all of it." lawson had beenon callwhen the firstAIDSpatientwith
pulmonarycomplications
wasadmittedto St.Paul's.Soonafter,shewas
approachedby a group of generalpractitionerswho askedher to be the
AIDS lung specialistfor Vancouver.
Dr. Danevan{right) consults
with a generatpractitianer,
about tlrc health af a
patieftt

"A group of family
doctors here in Vancouver,
most of them gay
themselves, realizedthat if
San Franciscowas having
a problem, Vancouver was
going to have an even
biggerproblem," says
Lawson. "They approached
me and said, 'we want
one specialistin each area
that we will refer everybody to so that the learning curve is fast. Are you
'sure,'little realizing
interested?'I was a year into practiceand I said,
then what an incredible experience it would be." Lawson credits the
group ol general practitioners who had the initial idea with the success
ol treating AIDS patients. "They were a very astutegroup of about four
of five family doctors who realized that was the fastest way to get people
educated in the complications of a new disease.[To send all the patients]
to one person so that one person had a rapid accumulation of knowledge
insteadof spreadingit between [several]people. Back in the mid-I980s
it was a pretty new diseaseand we were seeing complications we'd never
seen before, and it was a brilliant idea. Arrd it worked really well. [The
work wasl exciting, challenging, tragic, frustrating, all of those things.
But most of all, illuminating {rom the point of view of the incredible
patientswe dealt with."
Sincethat time St. Paul'shas become home to the National HIV/
AIDS ClinicalTrialsNetwork and has been desisnatedas the BC Center
of Excellencein HIV/AIDS.
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The Adult Cy$ticFibrosisClinic
Over the years St. Paul'shad developednot only a reputation for
excellent respiratory care, but for being home to a group of physicians,
nurses, therapists and technicians who are devoted to patient care. This
reputation has attractednot only other staff,but also patients.In the
early 1990s,as the ShaughnessyHospitalpreparedto close,the patients
of the Adult CysticFibrosisClinic were given the option to choosewhere
the new clinic would be located.The patient committee electedto go to
St. Paul's and clinic moved there shortly after. "we met with differenr
committeesand [the patients] thought the St. Paul'scommittee was very
welcoming," saysDr. BarbaraNakielna,director o{ the clinic. "ISt. Paul's]
was accessible
and had a very welcoming attitude."
Dr. BarbaraNakielna startedthe Adult CysticFibrosisClinic
in 1979 alter she was approachedby Dr. Davidsonfrom the pediatric
clinic. "They came to our departmentlooking for someoneto start an
adult clinic, and nobody felt very comfortable with it because until then
it had always been considereda pediatricdisease,plus a {atal disease,"
saysNakielna. "The understandingwas that we would be looking alter
terminally ill patients and it wasn't something people felt comfortable
with." Nakielna, however, didn't see cystic flbrosis in the same light as
some of her colleagues."I felt that, obviously peoplewere surviving,
maybe more could be done to improve their survival even at this slage of
the game."
The Vancouver Adult Cystic Fibrosis Clinic was only the second
adult clinic opened in Canada. Until that time, cystic flbrosis had been
thought of as a diseaseof children. when it was first described in the
early 1940s,75 per cent of the children died before they reachedthree
years of age. With improvements in treatment, the median age of
survival is now J6 yearsand more adults than children have the disease.
Over the yearsthe clinic has grown from fewer than l0 patientsto now
treating approximately 150 patients.The bulk of this growth has been
causedby the increasinglife expectancyof the patients.One of the
rewarding changesIor Nakielna has been that many of her patients have
stafied their own families. "A thing that we didn't have then [in 1979]
but now we get more and more of is our women having children, they
olten come in with their babies."
One of the developments in treatment has been a shift in thinking
about how to treat bacterial inlections. where Dreviouslv doctors would
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treat bacterialinfectionsonce they began to causeserioussymptomsfor
patients, now doctors try to prevent chronic colonization ol patients'
airways with bacteria. "The survival of CF patients is to some degree
related to the type of bacteria they grow," says Nakielna. "So iI they
never grow pseudomonasor cepacia,then their median survival is about
55 years. In the absenceof a cure we know that it's the infections that
kill the patient, so there's been a huge Iocus on how to treat the bacteria
more aggressively,how to eliminate them."
The clinic has close co-operation with the rest of the respiratory
division in St. Paul'sas well as the researchers,but also has strong
ties to the Children'sHospitalwhere most of its patientshave been
receiving treatment through their childhood. As St. Paul's has grown,
these ties with groups outside of the hospital itself have increased and
strengthened.

Conclusion
Sincethe mid- 1960s,when Rice and Young startedthe
pulmonary function lab at St. Paul's, through the rapid expansion and
improvement in respiratory care at the hospital during the 1970s with
Copland and Donevan, up to today, the pulmonary unit has seen several
incarnations. As with cardiac care, respiratory medicine has developed
rapidly during this rime and St. Paul'shas firmly establisheditself at
the forefront oI this field as a leader in pulmonary care. With support
from the B.C. lung Association, an organization that would continue
to be instrumental in developing respiratory work at the hospital, St.
Paul'swas able to bring in Drs. Coplandand Donevan to help build the
respiratoryunit. Under Copland and Donevan and their successors,
respiratory care at St. Paul's has developed into a major area and has
gained an excellent reputation. With the addition of pulmonary research
in 1977, St. Paul'sbegan a new era that including groundbreakingnew
discoveriesbut has always kept patient care at the fore.
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Introduction
By the mid-1970s,Drs. Coplandand Donevan had established
a respectedrespiratoryunit with a wide referral basisat St. Paul's.
They were eager to grow the respiratory unit and to begin developing
researchcapacityat St. Paul's.Coupledwith strengthenedties with
UBC and funding from the Health ResourcesFund as well as the B.C.
Lung Association, this set the stage for starting a pulmonary research
program at the hospital. The Respiratory Division became the first
university division to be centered at St. Paul's Hospital and this in turn
led to increased collaboration and integration between the hospital and
university. Since 1977, when the Pulmonary ResearchLaboratory first
opened its doors,lung, and later cardiovascularresearchat St. Paul's
has outgrown severallabs.It has also outgrown the simple "pulmonary
research" designation with the addition of critical care, HIV/AIDS,
cardiovascularand renal diseaseresearch.The year 2000 will often be
sited as a turning point. At St. Paul'sit holds specialmeaning as the year
the JamesHogg iCAPTURECentre for Cardiovascularand Pulmonary
Researchwas founded with a grant from the Canadian Foundation for
Innovation and donations {rom many other partners. The iCAPTURE
Centre continuesSt. Paul'shistory of pioneering effortsin cardiopulmonary care by constantly venturing into the next new frontiers of
cardiovascular and respiratory medicine.

The FulrnonaryRe$earchLaboratory
While planning the new cardiac and pulmonary wing to be
opened in the convertedchapel,Drs. Donevan and Copland,along with

Drs. Bill Hulbert, John Dirks (UBC head of medicine),David Bates (UBC
dean of medicine), William Webber (UBC associatedean of medicine)
and David Hardwick (UBC head of pathology) began to talk about
developing a pulmonary research program.
"It was quite obvious that we needed some expertisein research,"
saysDr. Doris I(avanagh-Gray.Although there had at times been
some clinical research at the hospital-the cardiac surgery, cardiology
and pulmonary units each produced a number of papers for medical
journals and conlerences-and of coursethere had been a great deal oi
lab research involved in developing Dr. Rice's inventions, by the early
I970s St. Paul'swas not involved in any laboratory research.As Dr. AI
Gerein wrote in a letter to Dr. Hugh McDonald in 1969, "The hospital
has provided excellent facilities lor animal research. Yet, in spite of these
facilities,researchin cardiacsurgeryhas not progressedwith the vigor
and flare [once] imagined." There were severalreasonsresearchhad not
developedat the hospital,but the main one was that there was no one at
St. Paul's whose main responsibility was developing a research program.
Another important part of the equation in startinga research
program was St. Paul's relationship with UBC. Shortly after the medical
schoolstaned in 1950, St. Paul'ssignedan afflliation agreementwith
UBC. However,as Dr. David Bateshas stated,this was not a "proper"
affiliation agreement.
"We did not have formal afflliation agreements with any of the
hospitals," says Dr. Webber, dean of medicine ftom 1977 to 1990. "There
was a one page agreement with St. Paul's, which was a statement of good
intentions." However, the agreementgave St. Paul'sno real statuswith
the university. Although a lot of undergraduate teaching was done at
St. Paul's,it receivedno part of the budget and had no full-time faculty
working there. UBC wanted to sign formal a{filiation agreements with
the hospitals and at the same time expand the capacity of the school of
medicine.
In the mid-seventies,at the same time as St. Paul'swas looking
to start a research program at the hospital, the university was trying
to double the sizeof the medical school.Thesetwo goalsintersected.
"It was propitious that Donevan and Copland and others had looked
at developingthe pulmonary [research],"saysHardwick, "but it was
also important from the university's perspective to have the emergenie
of a second major centre in Vancouver and to bring St. Paul's into the
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forefront. It was a matter oI research for some, it was institution building
for others."
In I976, Dr. PeterPar6was invited out to St. Paul'sfor an
interview to take on the role ol starting and running the new Pulmonary
ResearchLaboratory.Pardhad just finished his researchtraining with Dr.
Jim Hogg at Mccill and was beginning to look to move from Montreal
where he had grown up and completed all ol his education. As the eldest
son ol a well-known respirologist,Par6was also eagerto find his own
place to allow him to emergefrom his lather's shadow."Dick Donevan
and GraemeCoplandhad establisheda good clinical lung unit and they
wanted to add a researchcomponent," recallsPar6."So they invited me
out here. I came and I looked at the job. But, I was just a junior person
and they wanted me to start a big research lab. Although I was attracted
to work with those two guys becausethey had se1up such a good clinical
unit, I thought it was going to be too hard all by myself."
Par6 returned to Montreal to continue working with Hogg.
Undeterred, the St. Paul's and UBC team-which by now included
a large number of ex-McGill doctors,including Donevan, Dirks and
Bates-began to considergetting Hogg to come to St. Paul's.Dirks and
Hogg were lriends and had attended the University of Manitoba together
in their undergraduate years before both ending up at McGill.
"It was obvious that we neededsomebodylike that," says
Kavanagh-Grayof Hogg. "The whole city needed somebodyof Jim
Hogg'sexpertise,so he was gulped down right away."
Hogg is a researcher'sresearcher,admired and respectedby his
colleaguesand students.As Fanny Chu, a student of Hogg's,writes in a
book created lor Dr. Hogg's retirement, "He is a man who has dedicated
his entire self to research." At the same time, he has dedicated a large
part oI himself to his students, of which there have been many. "He has
a very profound preoccupation with the training and encouragement of
young people," says Hardwick.
"I think the most rewarding experience is to see the folks
come along," saysHogg about his careerand his students.According
to Par6, who began work with Hogg as a post-doctoral fellow, Hogg's
skill as a mentor is in being able to provide support and training, while
encouraging students to work independently. "He's trained many, many
people.And I think he's done a greatjob of giving them enough freedom
to becomeindependentand enough guidanceto be successful,"says
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Par6.
Hogg'sinterest in researchstartedwhen he was a medical student
at the University of Manitoba. "My plan really was to go into practiceat
the time," saysHogg. "I came lrom a small town. I'd never met a scientist
until I got to medical school." However, alter trying his hand at research
he discovered he enjoyed it even more than he enjoyed clinical practice.
This may have been a sign ol the quality oI teachingin the
medicalprogram at the U oI M at the time. "There was a period of time
when the University of Manitoba disproportionatelyproduced clinical
medical leadershipin Canada,"saysWebber."Dr. Dirks went to that
program, Dr. Hogg did, Dr. Sutter who was head of pharmacology here.
Clearly for a time that program had a highly academicorientation so
the people who went through it tended to go on to successlulacademic
careersand indeed provided a lot of academicleadershipnationally.,,
After graduating,Hoggjoined the air force as a medical officer
and spent part of that time working in the Institute of Aviation Medicine
research laboratory in Toronto. One of his colleaguesin Toronto had
encouragedhim to do his PhD, and when he got out of the air force Hogg
went to McGill and completeda PhD in experimentalmedicine in the
pulmonary group. By the early 1970sHogg had becomea {ull professor
in pathology at Mccill, one of the most prestigiouslung researchcenters
in North America.
In 1976, Hogg came out to look at St. paul's and was impressedby
what he saw. "I thought it was a very good clinical hospital," saysHogg.
"I thought the care that the patientsgot was excellentand I thought
there was a very good department of medicine and that the teaching was
of a very high quality. Researchwas the next natural step.And I thought
that was a bit of a challengeto start something new and seewhat you
could do with ir. "
Hogg suggestedto Pa16that they go out to St. paul,sas a
research team. With both a senior research€r and a junior researcher,
they believedit would be much easierto start a new lab. In addition,
Pa16representeda much-needed connectionbetween the lab and the
clinicalpractice."You needed to have a clinical interface,"saysHardwick.
"Donevan and Copland w€re most anxious to make sure that
[the labl
was integratedwith the clinical side so that it wasn't just some sort of
research enterprise drifting off, hanging lrom a zeppelin or something.,,
Hardwick saw Peter as an obvious choice. "He's an internist, a bright
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young man at the time, bright older guy now and he fit into that
criterion. We had the link with medicine, and a link with an already
existing enthusiastic group oI people who wanted to foster academic
development, and we had somebody who knew and worked with Jim
and they could obviously be a team."
However, the challenge of starting a new lab in a hospital with
almost no any existing researchprogram was quite large. "For Jim, who
was coming Irom one of the most established lung centers in North
America, to come out here and startjust with he and I was pretty bold,"
saysPar6.If the researchprogram was going to flourish, Hogg and Par6
needednot only to establishthe lab physically,but also to establishthe
laboratoryand its work in the minds of their fellow researchersand
in the heart ol rhe hospital."There was not a real culture oI scientific
researchlat St. Paul's],"saysPa16."So, that was our mission, to try to
establish a laboratory and then start influencing the whole culture of the
hospital,which is something we haven't compl€tedyet."
St. Paul's was once again able to secure funding through the
B.C. Lung Associationand UBC and Hogg and Par6began to make
preparations for the Pulmonary ResearchLaboratory. Starting virtually
Irom scratchmeant that St. Paul'snot only had to designateand
renovate a spacefor the lab, but alsohad to acquire all ol the necessary
equipment. "I remember we walked around rhe lab in Mccill to see what
we had that we would need to get started,"saysPar6."We had a Iong
shopping list of everything we needed." Par€ says that at first, he and
Hogg weren't sure if St. Paul's would be able to provide everything that
was on their shoppinglist. According to Hogg, the B.C. Lung Association
was also a bit surprised by the researchers'list. "They gulped a bit, but
they said that's what they had in mind was to do something different,
and move ahead and have something that was solid and establishedand
would have an impact on the place," saysHogg.
"The way they did it was by a combination of funding from the
hospital,the B.C. Lung Association,and the university," saysPar6.In
addition, becausethe lab was to be interdisciplinary in its approach
and would crossboth medicine and pathology, it had greater backing
and funding from within the hospital and the university. "It was a
partnership between medicine and pathology, between the hospital and
the university and the Lung Association. All of those players brought
some resources,"savsPare.
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The money that came from the university had a long and
interestingback-story.In the early 1960s,the dean of medicine at
UBC, Jack Mccreary, had been chair of a committee to double the
sizeo{ medical schoolsacrossCanada.The result of the committee's
consultationswas the creation ol the $450-million federalHealth
ResourcesFund. The money was to provide facilitieslor any medical
school that would double its size. Unfortunately for McCreary, who had
hoped to capitalizeon the Iunds, UBC was not able to pull togethera
proposal that the provincial government would agree to.
By the early I970s the Health ResourcesFund had been spent
in each province except B.C. "Shortly after I arrived as dean I got a note
from Health Canadain Ottawa, which said that the money was unspent,"
saysBates,"and unlesswe got about spendingir, it would disappear.It
was about $16-million, which was a lot ol money." Fortunately,at about
the same time, Dr. Pat Mccreer, a member of the faculty oI medicine,
became minister of education and advanced technology and decided to
move lorward with a plan to build a campus hospital and doubling the
size of the medical school. Even with a new hospital, finding spacefor
twice as many students would not be easy-the Vancouver General was
already teachingmore studentsthan it could handle.
"We had what is technically known as two pounds in a onepound bag," saysHardwick ol the situation at the VancouverGeneral.
"Increasing it by adding a whole cadre of students there was simply not
going to work. We needed another campus, so working very closely
with Dr. Webber lthen associatedean] I set about putting into placethe
planks to distribute the
ln 1977Dr. Peter PaN,
gai{e
medical program to St.
Lisa
lnd Dr. Jim Hagg
cameta 5t. Pau{'sfram
Paul'sHospital.And a key
Itc'ill Universityto ttart
piece of that would be
the PulmonaryResearch
Jim Hogg." Hogg became
Labaratary
the first full-time UBC
professor working out
of St. Paul's.Ultimately,
St. Paul'swas the first
institution in B.C. to
receive money from the
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Health ResourcesFund. "It was an interestingwrinkle that it was to get
the first dollop of money that came to British Columbia, and deservedly
so," saysHardwick.
In 1977 Drs. Hogg and Par6,along with Lisa Baile, a lung research
Master's student who had been working with Hogg, came to St. Paul's
and started the Pulmonary ResearchLaboratory. Soon after, they were
joined by a secretary,the first of whom did not stay very long, and was
quickly replacedby Joan Dixon. Dixon becamea fixture of the laboratory
and worked there until her retirement.
Thefull-body
p I€t hysmoSr aph trreasr es
haw effertively {1pers}n
ar ex{}erinental 7nima{
is br€othij1g.Here the
ministeraf edu.ation,Pat
McGeeLsitsillsidethe
nathine, vlhile Dr. Hagg
{left) dn.J,r. Par{ (centef)
l00Kan

Spacefor the lab
was found in an underusednurses'locker
room. "We had to get the
[hospital] surveyedto see
the bestplace to put the
electronmicroscope,"say
Hogg. "We weren't even
sure we were golng to get
it in those days, but we
thought we had to have
that iI we were going to
move aheadat that time.
And [the nurses'locker
rooml happenedto be the
spacethat had the best
electrical fields and the least magnetic interference lor the big power
lines, and it was a spacewe could renovate relatively inexpensively."
One of the first seriesof experimentsdone in the Pulmonary
ResearchLab was a continuation of the work that Hogg and Par6had
been doing at Mccill. This research examined differences in the ways
asthmaticsand non-asthmaticsrespondedto antigensin the lungs.
The Pulmonary ResearchLab concentrated on airway diseases,mainly
asthma and emphysema."We look at the pathology and then more
recently the molecular and cellular basisof what causes emphysema,and
then to a lesserextent but a similar extent to asthma," saysPar6."We've
had lungs sent to us from around the world lrom patientswho have
asthma,and we look at those lungs to investigatethe mechanismsoI
asthma." Other researchhas examined the role that virusesand qenetics
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play in these lung diseases.
The Pulmonary ResearchLaboratory quickly integrated itself into
the hospital.In 1979,the UBC Division ol RespiratoryMedicine was
transferredto St. Paul'sunder the leadershipof Bates,and he remained
the Head until Par6succeededhim in 1982.II was the first division to
be headedat St. Paul's.By I980, the lab housed over a million dollars
wonh of equipment, including an electronmicroscopeand a freezecleaveapparatus.The laboratory'ssuccesscould be measuredin part
by the high number and quality of grantsit was able to secure-by the
early-1980sthe laboratory'sbudget was more than $600,00000 a year,
all of which was brought in from outsideagenciesand sources.Another
way ol measuringsuccesswould be to look at the people rhat the lab
was attracting to do research-and this was clearly another way in
which the Pulmonary ResearchLab was succeeding.As the Pulmonary
ResearchLab grew, several researchersjoined the staff, including Dr.
Bob Schellenbergand Dr. David Walker' By the early-I980s twenty-flve
fellows and students lrom all over the world were enrolled in pulmonary
researchat St. Paul's.
Dr.Haggand Ar. Pore
"We really have people
prepating samqlesh'|
that have come from all
tbe PulmonaryResearch
Labcra{.ary
parts of the globe," says
Hogg. "South Alrica,
Australia, New Zealand,
Argentina, Britain, Ir€land,
all of South EastAsia,
particularly now we have
lots of people from Japan
and China."

Changesin Technr:logyandTechniques
Over the years the techniquesand technologyused for research
have changeddramatically."It's been a seachange,"saysHogg.
"When we moved from Montreal, the cutting edge of research was the
correlation of structure and {unction measuredin patients."At that time
researcherslooked at lung function and lung pathology' Now researchers
are more concernedwith molecular studies."Now we are looking at not
only the tissue.but the cell, not only the cellsbut the moleculesright
down to the DNA," savsPar6.
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"I never would have dreamedwhen I came here in I976 we
would be doing the sort of work that we are now," saysHogg. "The
molecular biologists that were out there, breaking new ground, working
on yeastsand bacteria, things like that, suddenly with progression that
work becameapplicableto human tissue.So that advancein molecular
biology created a revolution in lhe rest of the biological scientific world."
As John Tsang
writes in the book for
Dr. Hogg's retirement,
"Un the early yearsl the
experimentalsample
was measuredin terms
of milligrams or even
grams sometimes, a far
cry lrom the nanogram
oI some nucleic acid in
the gel nowadays."Tsang
also writes that the size
of the sampleseemsto be
inverselycorrelatedto the
sizeof St. Paul'slab, so
as the lab has grown the
samplesizehas become
smaller.

lt11983,Christmas
SeaLs
and the 8C Lung
Assaciatio,ldonatedan
electran ffiicrcsaapeto
tl)€ PLtlttondryResearch
Labanlary. Dr-Jonlesllagg
is on tb€ t^ight

Another change
has been an increased
emphasis on the
use of human tissue
over experimentation on animals. According to Hogg, one of the
developmentsthat has been instrumental in the successof pulmonary
research at St. Paul's has been the creation oI the lung tissue bank. "We
set up this registry-it is based on patients who are having surgery Ior
lung tumors. Then we approachthem to seeif they will allow us to
do research on the specimen after it's removed. We've been banking
that tissuein a specializedtissuebank. It's taken a tremendousamount
ol updating, but we have the registry, which allows us now to study
the tissue using much more powerful molecular techniques that are
available."In the U.S.,the National Institutes of Health has recently
made a grant availableto start organizingsimilar tissuebanks.Dr. Hogg
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estimatesthat it will take American researchersat leastfive yearsto catch
up to St. Paul's."That providesus a tremendousadvantagein terms of
the investigativework that we do," he says.One researchproject that has
recently taken advantageol this tissuebank is a study of the effectsof
steroidsin obstructivepulmonary disease.
As in all areasoI medicine, developmentsin imaging and
computer technologyhave also affectedresearch'The work of analyzing
samples,which previously had to be done very laboriouslycrouchedover
the microscope,is now done on computer with high resolution images
taken ol the sample."When we came here, there was no such thing as a
high resolution CT scanner,"saysPa16'"CT scanninghas revolutionized
clinical medicine and respiratorymedicine and researchbecausewe use
the CT scanneras a tool frequently.It almost replacespathology You
can look at patternsol diseasesin the lung and be confident of what the
pathology is without doing the biopsy."Another advantageof imaging
is that if the researchneedsto be re-examinedthe exact image that was
first examined can be looked at again, rather than having to find the
orieinal slide and look at it through the microscope'

The MeDonald
RasearchLaboratorY
DL JamesHoggit1th€
PulmonaryResearcll
Labaratjry

By the mid1980s,the work of the
Pulmonary ResearchLab
was outgrowing its original
space.St. Paul'swas
constructinga new hosPital
building and the clinical
laboratorieswould be
moved into the new wing,
leaving the old clinical lab
empty. One group that
had their eye on the space
was the administration,
headedby the hosPital
presidentDr. McDonald,
who thought the area
would make an ideal suite
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oI offices.Another group with plans lor the spacewas the Pulmonary
ResearchLab.The decidingfactorwas the fire regulations."I've always
felt I shouldput up a plaqueto the VancouverFire Department,"says
Hogg."They ruled that if it was going to be usedlor a differentpurpose,
then it had to be brought up to the current fire standards.But if it was
going to be usedasa lab, then it didn't have to do that, becauseit had
alreadybeena lab." McDonaldhad to concedethat the areashouldbe
given to an expansionof
ln 1985,the Woodwards
the PulmonaryResearch
Faundationdonatedatl
inverted microscopeta
Laboratory.To make the
the PulmanaryResearch
decisiona little easier,
Laboratory.Shown
Hoggsuggested
to the
here with the inverted
hospital
board
that
the lab
microscopeare, from teft,
be renamedthe McDonald
0r. Hogg,Dr. Peter Dodek
and Dr. AnneAutor
ResearchLaboratory in
honour of Dr. McDonald,
who was set to retire
shortly.
The McDonaldResearchLaboratoryopenedin I987, only ten
yearsalter the original PulmonaryResearchLab was established.The
extra spaceallowed the researchgroup to start thinking of expanding
the scopeof researchconductedat St.Paul's."It gaveus the spacewe
really neededto expandinto cardiologyresearch,"saysHogg.Therehad
and the
alwaysbeen a greatdealof interactionbetweenthe researchers
gained
access
cardiacsurgeonsbecausethe surgeonswere the oneswho
needed.However,until the 1990s,
to the tissuesamplesthe researchers
the cardiacsurgeonsand cardiologistsat St. Paul'sdid not generateany
laboratoryresearch.
"The cardiologists
here are excellentclinicalcardiologists,"says
"They're
well
recognized.
But they never really did what the lung
Par6.
peopledid. The lung peoplegot a good clinicalservicebuilt around
Coplandand Donevanand then they said,'we want to add a research
element.'And they recruitedpeoplewhosemissionit was to primarily
do research."The cardiologyuni!, on the other hand, had encouraged
cardiologiststo pursueresearch,but had not hired researchers
speciflcally.Sowhen UBC beganto searchlor a new head of pathology,
Hoggsuggested
Dr. BruceMcManus,an internationallyknown cardiac
pathologist."U suggested
thatl one possibilitywould be to offer
[McManus]the job il pathologyand put his labsat St. Paul'sHospitalso
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he could build up the cardiacpathology here," saysHogg. "That fit with
St. Paul'sgoal becauseour major clinical work has always been on the
cardiacside."The Council oI University TeachingHospitals(COUTH)had
identified St. Paul'sas the teachinghospital for cardiovascularcare,and
so in terms of aligning the care and possibleresearchit also made sense
l o r M c M a n u st o b e a t S t . P a u l ' s .
Dr. Ad&otlLts, shawn here

h the icAplu\E center,is
01 i ntenoti ytally knawn
cardiat pathologist

In 1991 McManus
came to St. Paul'sand
brought with him his
research team and the
Cardiovascular Registry
from the University o{
Nebraska,where he had
worked previously. "In
terms of researchat this
institution, if recruiting
Jim [Hogg] was the first
step,then recruiting
Bruce [McManus] was the
secondmajor step," says
Par€."That'swhen the
cardiovascularresearch
really got started and it's sort o{ along the same lines as what we do in
lungs."
McManus has been involved in researchsincehe was an
undergraduate student when, as he says,he "became infatuated with
physiology."He has long had in interest in the role that various stresses
play on cardio-respiratory adaptation, and this has played into the
researchhe has pursued.After finishing medicaIschoolin Saskatchewan,
McManus completeda residencyat the Boston Children'sHospitaland
subsequentlywent to the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute in
Bethesda, Maryland. McManus was on the faculty of the University of
Nebraskafor eleven yearsbelore coming to St. Paul'sand UBC as the
head of the Department oI Pathology and Laboratory Medicine.
Through the 1990sresearchat St. Paul'scontinued to growthe AthlerosclerosisSpecialtyLaboratoryjoined the group after the
ShaughnessyHospitalwas closed,and in 1996 the VancouverVascular
Biology ResearchCentre,which McManus also headed,was established
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with a partnershipbetween St. Paul'sand Eli Lilly and Company."The
laboratories started to expand outside the actual McDonald wing," says
McManus. "And we agreed that the way to bring some kind of coherence
around this was to give an umbrella name oI McDonald Research
Laboratories, so all oI the units were within this collage."

The lnterdiseiplinary Approach

Ar. Dovid Wclkerusit1gthe
etectronmicrosc)pe

When the Pulmonary ResearchLaboratory started out, the
concept of interdisciplinarity was not as well establishedas it is now.
Howevet even at that time, the lab took a multidisciplinaryapproach
that incorporatedboth pathology and medicine. Over the years,
that interdisciplinarynature has grown and expandedto encompass
multiple fields.As Dr.
Norbert Berend (Headof
the Woolcock Research
Institute in Sydney
Australia) wrote in the
book for Dr. Hogg's
retirement, "The multidisciplinary approach
to answering important
questions is now taken
for granted, but Jim
[Hogg] was a pioneer in
combining the disciplines
oI pathology, physiology
and more lately, molecular
biology."
As with patient
care, there are ways of doing rhe research work that might be more
efficient in the short run, but that would have resulted in inferior work
overall. For the researchersthere are certain disadvantagesto working
in a hospital, but according to Hogg, these are by far outweighed by the
advantages."A lot of the animal work that we've done here over the
yearsand a lot of the cell culture work, it would have been easierin the
Department of Zoologyout on the university campus,but we wouldn't
then have had accessto patients and patient tissue. We're fundamentally
physicians-we want to study disease,and being in a hospital is very
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important to us," saysHogg. "The researchthat's conductedin close
proximity to where patient care is deliveredis what moves things
ahead...It's very important to study the diseaseitself and seewhat's
really happening in humans. The interplay between the two [animal and
human tissueresearchlis where you have the best chanceof progress."
Dr. \ob Schellenberg

Dr. i4ichaelAl{ard at o
pressconlerence

Not only does
being basedin a hospital
give researchersaccess
to patients,it also gives
them accessto doctors.
Being part of a hospital has
meanl that the researchers
work with clinicians as part
ol their daily routine. "The
problem is increasingly
recognized that the gap in medical research is not so much in the
generalion ol knowledge, it's the translation of that knowledge into
changed practice and policy," says Par6. "There's much more emphasis
now on knowledge transfer from the basicscientistswho generateit to
the clinicians. There are lots of ways ol doing it, but one of the best ways
is to involve the people who take care of the patients in the research."
By involving not only doctors, but nurses, physical therapisls and others
who are involved in patient care, researcherscan demonstrale how the
research they conduct is immediately relevant to practice. As McManus
writes in his essayon the history and development of cardiovascular
pathologt "The impact of cardiovascular pathology on the quality of
cardiovascularcare is at times not easilydiscerned...[however] seamless
relationshipsoI cardiovascularpathologistand cardiovascularsurgeonsis
implicit in the delivery of
superior care."
In the beginning,
one of the things that
helped reiniorce the
co-operationbetween
researchersand clinicians
in the pulmonary unit was
the fact that Par6 shared
an office in Copland and
Donevan'soffice suite. "In
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the beginning he had his office right in the same small unit with us,"
saysDonevan. "There was a lot of interaction.They were very inclusive.
It worked out in a variety of ways. We taught together. I{ we had an
unusual pathology we could discussit with Jim [Hogg] or some of the
other pathologists. If there were unusual function studies for example,
we could discussit with Peter [Par6].We'd bring up casesin our rounds
and they would contribule as well as us. So it was very good.'
"You got a much bigger discussion that way," adds Copland.
While Copland and Donevan didn't participate in much clinical
research,the unit has now expanded to include clinical researchersas
well as laboratory researchers.According to Dr. Lindsay Lawson, this
close relationship has continued. "One of the neat things we have here is
very good communication back and lorth with our research colleagues.
In our new clinic, the clinical researchersare all up here with us."
Dr. DavidWalkerin the
lk}amk) ResearcbLab

In 1999, the
multidisciplinary approach
was tackled in another
way. All of the research
groups working under the
McDonald ResearchLab
urnbrella came together
to apply for the Canadian
Foundation for Innovation
(CFI) grant to upgradethe
laboratories. "We were all
working togethet but we weren't one unit," saysPar6. "We needed to
upgrade our research space,so we put in an application to the CFI and
we called the project the iCAPTURE project, which stands for Imaging,
Cell Analysis and Phenotyping To\ryardUnderstanding responsive,
reparative, remodeling and Recombinant Events. Writing the grant made
us work togetherand start thinking along the same lines."
The iCAPIURE Centre opened in 2000 with funding lrom not
only the CFI, but also the B.C. Lung Association,the B.C. and Yukon
Heart and StrokeFoundation, the B.C. government'sI(nowledge
Development Fund, UBC, IBM and a variely of other partners. The team
also made the decision to name the new centre in honour of Dr. Hoggthe James Hogg iCAPTURE Centre for Cardiovascular and Pulmonary
Research.Most importantly, St Paul's Hospital (now Providence Health
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Care) pledged and delivered substantial operating funds to run the stateof-the-art facility.
Dr. Mc&ailusand Dr.
Haggat ane af the many
researchgfoup pafties

McManus agrees
that in establishing rhe
iCAPTURE centre, the
team has created a whole
that is greater than each
of its parts was previously.
"We're much more
integrated and I think
everyonenow thinks of
themselvesas being an
iCAPTUREinvestigatot
student or staff, more than they do anything else. So there's now a very
robust harmony as well as balance and true integration between what
would have been considered belore pulmonary and cardiovascular."
McManus identifies a great advantage in this because of the common
ground shared between these two areas oI research. "The scientific
cross-talk between disciplines and dillerent investigators from previously
different silos has really led to a tremendous amount o{ integration. I
think that the planning that we've done, in addition to the iCAPTURE
awards the CFI provided us, have really driven a more and more
integrative, true trans-disciplinarity."

A Cultureof Learning
Laboratory
up to
asthe PulmonaryResearch
Fromit'sbeginnings
today, there has been an emphasis in the St. Paul's labs on maintaining
a welcoming and open environment where people are encouraged to
learn and strive for excellence. Dr. Michael Allard, who was a research
fellow in the Pulmonary ResearchLab from 1985 to 1987,writes in his
recollections of the lab, "What struck me as particularly special was the
constant buzz and enthusiasm people had about discovery and new
ideas...much of the atmospherewas a result of Jim [Hogg] himself.
I think Jim's apparent easy-going manner and his excellent senseof
humour (he's a man who can have a good laugh about himself ) made all
of us feel relaxed despite his constant urging (and, I guess demanding) to
strive lor excellence."
The high standard of excellence and achievement, however, did
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not stop the researchersfrom also having fun. Joan Dixon remembers
"goof oIf Fridays" when the lab closed early and the whole group
would go for a beer together,often at the Century Plaza.The lab staff
have always enjoyed spending time together, and the imaging centre
housesnot only the slidesand photos of countlessexperiments,but also
scrapbooksoverflowing with snapshotsfrom Christmas parties, Bar-BQues and other events.Many oI the photos show the babiesand small
children of the faculty and trainees, who have always been welcome at
the researchgroup'sevents."We always included the children, which
always is a made it a bit of a family thing," saysHogg. "When you're a
post-docand you don't get paid much money and you're a long ways
from home, it's nice to go out with your kids becausefirst of all you
don't have that much money, you don't know anybody,you don't need a
babysitter. To include people with their children is sort of a nice thing."
This congeniality has also led into the multi-disciplinary approach
of the researchers."The integration of conventional departments into the
center is not unique, but a specialfeature of iCAPTURE,"saysMcManus.
"We're drawing on the intellectual capital or resource of a wide range
of prolessional scientistsand clinicians.. . It's a very dynamic, fluid,
open-architecture environment where I think everyone feels really very
comlortable in sharing and learning and asking questions."
The next step lor the iCAPTURE Centre is to make research a
project for the whole hospital, not just the researchers."The challenge
we have is to integrate research into the culture of the whole place," says
Par6. "We have to make sure we are all involved in research. We're going
to try to change the perception so that research isn't something that is
done in our hospital, but that everyone recognizesthat we are a research
hospital."By integratingresearchinto patient care at every step, the
iCAPTURE researcherswill undoubtedly be able to reach their goal "to be
the world leader in understanding and eliminating heart, lung and blood
"
vesseldisorders.
From its start as a three-person operation to its current status
as home to over thirty principle investigators, basic cardiovascular and
pulmonary research at St. Paul's has followed in the pattern of groundbreaking work set by the cardiac surgery cardiology and respiratory units
that preceded it. With its emphasis on family and fun, the iCAPTURE
Centre also Iollows another great St. Paul's tradition-being welcoming
and Iriendly and integrating enjoyment into quality medical care.
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Conclusion
Dia,tn,:sisis n0t tlrc anl. but rhc ltcqinr"tryt,f lltkii,-:e.
-Miittin ll. l:i\&r{
Sinceits beginnings,St. Paul'shas been dedicatedto excellencein
patient care.When the Sistersol Providencefirst opened the doors oI St.
Paul'sHospitalin 1894 it was a simple twenty-five-bedhospital almost
lost among the treeson the road to English Bay. The nuns establisheda
legacy of hard work, perseveranceand pioneering spirit that continues
to this day. While successand innovation have been top priorities at St.
Paul's, the patient has always come first. This has meant that even as St.
Paul's has grown in size and scope, it has continued to be as welcoming,
friendly and warm as it was in its "cottage" hospital days.
In the areasof
Res€archsrs
ct the
heart and lung diagnosis,
l*cDonaldResearch
Laboratary
treatment and research,
SI. Paul'shas established
an excellent reputation
and has become the
designatedprovincial Heart
Centre.From the initial
development of open-heart
surgery at the hospital,
St. Paul'shas continually
pushed to ensure that it provides patients with the best equipment,
techniques,facilitiesand staff.In many casesSt. Paul'shas had to
overcome special hurdles causedby its size and budget. The idea of what
a small hospital is, or isn't, capableof, has never stoppedthe staff of St.
Paul's. Instead of being barriers, these hurdles have forced the stalI oI St.
Paul's to create innovative solutions and have resulted in some incredible
creations.
One such example is Dr. Harold Rice's heart-lung bypass machine,
the only such machine ever designedand built in Canada.By building
their own heart-lung machine, St. Paul'swas able to start an openheart surgery program at a much lower cost than most hospitals. While
others believed that this sort of surgery could only be done in large,
university-affiliatedhospitals,St. Paul'swas able to show that with the
proper facilities and equipment, small hospitals were just as capable of
a s l a r g e ri n s li l u t i o n s .
excellence
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Through the years, the cardio-pulmonary units have maintained
this early pioneering sprit and have continued to push the boundaries
of what others believea small hospital is capableof. After establishing
strong clinical cardiologyand respiratoryunits, St. Paul'ssteppedinto
pulmonary researchin 1977, ever,though at that time there was
virtually no laboratoryresearchhappeningat rhe hospital. Sincethen
researchat the hospitalhas mushroomed to becomea major component
of cardiovascularand pulmonary care at St. Paul's.With the opening
of the iCAPTURElabs in 2000, St. Paul'shas establisheditself as one ol
the leadingcentresIor cardiovascularand pulmonary researchin North
Amenca.
Dr. lAcllanus{rcnter)
In all areasof
tecm. ln
and llis resea]^ch
cardiovascular and
1993,Dr. Bru{eMcManus
pulmonary care.ame t0 51.llaul's as the
diagnosis,treatment and
headof UBC'spIthatogy
research-St. Paul'shas
department. He brcught
with him bis res€atcht€am
exceeded expectations
ond the Cardiovasdulcr
and succeededwhile
Registryft)m the
maintaining a friendly and
University<tf Nebroska
welcoming atmosphere.
St. Paul'ssuccess
is a sign of not only the
stars,
but
of
the
co-operation
between
achievementsoI a lew bright
physicians, researchers,nurses, technicians, administration and
volunteers, as well as the partnership between the hospital, its many
benefactors and funding bodies, the University of British Columbia
and ol coursepatientsthemselves.St. Paul'scardiology,respiratory
and research departments have all oiten and continuously benefited
from generous funding from, among others, the Hospital Foundation,
the Heart and StrokeFoundation of B.C. and rhe Yukon, the B.C.
Lung Association,the CanadianInstitutesol Health Research,The B.C.
I(nowledge Development Fund, the Canadian Foundation for Innovation
and the Woodward Foundation.Through thesevarious groups the people
ol British Columbia have also supportedSt. Paul'sand the work it has
done.
As St. Paul's looks towards the future and increased growth
and expansion, the history of lhese pioneering ellorts in cardiac and
pulmonary care inform the next steps the hospital will take. Over the
past forty years the hospilal has built a legacy of excellence that promises
to carry it forward to meeting its next goals in superior patient care.
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